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The problem. Two studies were conducted to assess the relative 
efficacy of three methods of spellin~ instruction and student preference 
for treatments. Treatments were Positive Practice plus Positive Rein-
forcement (Positive Practice); Teacher Correction plus Own Study Method 
(Own Method); and Student Correction plus Specified Study Method (Speci-
fied Method). 
Procedure. Each of three sets of words was remediated with a dif-
ferent treatment; improvement in spelling performance across sets was 
compared. A no remediation condition controlled for the effects of 
repeated testing alone. Preferences for treatments were assessed by 
allowing subjects to choose treatments and by administering ~uestion­
naires. Treatment durations were measured in minutes. 
Findings. Differential treatment effects were small. Active 
treatments, however, were superior to the Control condition. Positi ve 
Practice was preferred most frequently. Treatment duration of Own ~eth­
od was slightly shorter than that of Specified Method. Treatment dura-
tion of Positive Practice was longer than that of other treatments with 
a group of students but intermediate witn a single student. 
Conclusion. Although Positive Practice was the most frequently 
preferred treatment, it was more time consuming to administer to a 9;oup 
of students than other treatments and generally no more effective. 
Recommendations. It was suggested that Own or Specified Methods 
be employed when time available for instruction is limited. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Reports of sub-grade level spelling performance in United States 
schools are widespread (Fox & Easton, 1946; Horn, 1967; Oilendick, Note 1). 
Spelling deficiencies persist despite substantial research on instruc-
tional procedures (Allred, 1977; Fitzsimr:~ons & Loomer, 1978; Hall, 1964; 
Horn, 1967; Loomer, 1978). Ineffective instruction in spelling may be 
due to a failure to apply results of this researc~ in the classroom 
(cited in Loomer, 1978: Campanale; Fitzgerald; Horn ; Petty). 
Behavioral technology to improve spelling instruction has used 
positive reinforcement for correct spellings (Chadwick & Day, 1971; 
Mclaughlin & Malaby, 1971; Sulzer, Hunt, Ashby, Koniarski, & Krams, 
1971), group contingencies (Evans & Oswalt, 1968; Lovitt, Guppy, & 
Blattner, 1969), and self-imposed contingencies (Lovitt & Curtis, 1969) . 
When Positive Practice Overcorrection procedures were added to instruc-
tional conditions employing Positive Reinforcement alone, spelling 
accuracy increased ( Fo xx & Jones, 1978). In a component analysis of 
these procedures, Positive Practice alone was compared to Positive 
Practice plus Positive Reinforcement and to a no-remediation Control 
condition (Ollendick, Matson, Esveldt-Dawson, & Shapiro, 1980) . The 
combined condition was slightly more effective than Positive Practice 
alone using an Alternating Treatments Design (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; 
Kazdin & Hartmann, 1978; Ulman & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1975). Both Positive 
Practice procedures were superior to the Control. In a second study 
with the same design, Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforcement 
was compared with a Tradition~ l remediation procedure, and with Tradi-
1 
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tional remediation plus Positive Reinforcement (Ollendick et al., 1980). 
Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforcement was superior to either 
Traditional procedure. Traditional remediation plus Positive Reinforce-
ment was more effective than Traditional remediation alone. Student 
preference of training methods was measured by a questionnaire. One 
learning disabled subject preferred the Positive Practice plus Positive 
Reinforcement treatment; a second, not considered learning disabled, 
preferred the Traditional plus Positive Reinforcement condition. The 
Traditional procedure consisted of teacher correction of spelling tests 
and five minutes of independent student study. These two features of 
Ollendick's Traditional condition are . contraindicated by the traditional 
spelling literature (e.g . Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). The single most 
important factor in learning to spell is having the student correct his 
own spelling test unde r the direction of the teacher (cited in Fitzsimmons 
& Loomer, 1978: Beseler; Christine & Hollingsworth; E. Horn; T. Horn; 
Louis; Schoesphoerster; Thomas; Tyson). Other results indicate that 
students should not be allowed to devise their own peculiar methods of 
studying spelling words (cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978 : Fitzgerald; 
E. Horn; T. Horn). 
In the present studies, Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforce -
ment 1vas compared to Ollendick's nonresearched control procedure (Teacher 
Correction plus Own Study t~ethod ) , to a researched control procedure 
(Student Correction of tests followed by a Teac her Specified Study Method ) , 
and to a nonremediated Control. A verbal questionnaire asking subjects 
to state their preferred method and to specify which method they wished 
to use at the next session, provided a measure of correspondence between 
their verbal and actual preferences (Lloyd, 1980; Risley & Hart, 1968) . 
Four subjects were tested in a group; a fifth subject was tested alone. 





Four female adolescents, enrolled in a residential treatment 
program for status offenders, participated in the study. All four were 
students in the same Learning Disabilities/Behavior Disorders classroom. 
Subject 1, a black 15-year-old, was admitted for running away from home, 
anger-control problems, and repercussions of cultural deprivation. A 
psychological evaluation revealed that "Her vocabulary, verbal concept 
formation, concentration, judgement, and fund of general information were 
uniformly poor" as was "her ability to note the essentials in her envi-
ronment and to anticipate consequences of social acts or events." Al-
though enrolled in the eighth-grade, her Brigance (1976) spelling and 
Woodcock (1973) reading levels were 4.0 and her Key math level (Connolly, 
N a c h t m a n , & P r i t c h e t t , 1 9 7 6 r w a s 5 • 3 . fl. vJ I S C - R ( W e c h s 1 e r , 
1974) testing revealed a Verbal IQ of 64, a Performance IQ of 78, and 
a Full Scale IQ of 69. 
Subject 2, a 15-year-old caucasian, was admitted for running away 
from home, lying, stealing, and prostitut ion . Her psychological evalua-
tion disclosed "borderline capacity in nonverbal conceptualization," 
and functioning within the educable range fo r "remote memory for factual 
data, verbal abstracting, arithmetic reasoning, verbal fluency, common 
sense reaso ning, attentiveness to the environment and in visual closure." 
She was enrolled in the ninth-~rade but obtained Brigance (1976) spelling 
and Key math levels (Connolly et al., 1976) of 5.0 and a Woodcock (1973) 
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reading level of 4.1. Intelligence testing resulted in a Verbal IQ of 
6 5 , a Per f o rma n c e I Q o f 7 8 , a n d a F u l l S c a 1 e I Q o f 7 0 o n t he W IS C- R 
(Wechsler, ·1974). 
Subject 3, a black 17-year-old, was admitted for running away from 
home, difficulty in being placed in a foster home, parental neglect, 
truancy, lying, manipulating residents in previous placements for her 
own gain, and encouraging them to follow her examples of experimentation 
with sex and drugs. Her psychological evaluation indicated "lowest 
scores in general fund of information and vocabulary" while "visuo -
motor and visuoperceptual skills were congruent 'tJith her age." Subject 
3 was a ninth-grader with Brigance (1976) spelling and Woodcock (1973) 
reading levels of 6.0, and a Key math level (Connolly et al., 1976) of 
6.4. Her Full Scale WAIS IQ (i;Jechsler, 1955) 1-Jas 83 . No Verbal or 
Performance IQ's were available. 
Subject 4, a 14-year-old caucasian, was admitted for being out of 
control at home, running away, lying, and behavior problems at school. 
Her psychological evaluation indicated "verbal abilities suggesting 
above average potential." Enrolled in the eighth-grade, Subject 4 
obtained a Brigance (1976) spelling level of 6.0, a Woodcock (1973) 
reading level of 8.6, and a Key math level (Connolly et al., 1976) of 
6.4. Psychological testing disclosed a Verbal IQ of 103, Performance 
IQ of 101, and Full Scale IQ of 102 on the WISC -R ( \·Iechsler, 1974). 
Subjects 1 and 2 had been given "learning disabled" and "educa bl y 
mentally handicapped" labels whereas Subjects 3 an d 4 't~ere co nsi de re d 
nonlearning disabled" and "behaviorally disordered." 
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Stimulus Materials 
The stimulus words for spelling instruction were obtained from 
Improving Spelling Performance: Management Guide for Teachers and 
Administrators (Middleton, 1976). Word sets of two difficulty levels 
were selected from weekly spelling lists for secondary schools in the 
Guide. Fourty less difficult words were selected for Subjects 1 and 2 
from level 3 lists of instructional weeks 25-26. Fourty more difficult 
words 1.,rere selected for Subjects 3 and 4 from level 1 lists of instruc-
tional weeks 11-27 ~ppendix B contains the word lists, word difficulty 
levels, and instructional weeks). Selection of the appropriate word 
difficulty levels for subjects was dete rmined by administration of a 
60-word leveling pretest also included in the Guide. Pretest words were 
rank ordered for difficulty using eighth-grade norms (The New Iowa 
Spelling Scale, Greene, 1954). \~ ord sets for Study 1 contained words 
within that difficulty range in which subjects spelled few or no words 
correctly on the leveling test (Ap pendix C contains the leveling test 
words, their difficulty rankings and levels, the ir word numbers, and 
specification of ~vh ich words were spelled correctly by each subject). 
Words were excluded from word sets if they either appeared on the level-
ing pretest or contained the same word root as another selected word. 
Subjects 1 and 2 were assigned words wh ic h could be spelled correctly by 
42 to 70 % of eight h-graders. Subjects 3 and 4 were assigned wo r ds 
which could be spelled correctly by 15 to 34% of eighth-graders. The 
words were rank ordered by difficulty. Contiguous words of similar 
difficulty were distributed to form five 1rJord sets of eight words each. 
6 
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The word sets were randomly assigned to five treatment conditions. 
Experimental Design 
Following a Baseline condition, an Alternating Treatments Design 
and a Si mul ta neo us Treatments Design were used. All procedures 1vere 
administered by the regular classroom teacher in his classroom or by the 
author (Sessions 10, 13, 24, and 25). Some procedures required individual 
administration (e.g. Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforcement) while 
others (e.g. spelling tests, student test correction) were conducted 
in a group. While one subject was remediated individually, the others 
engaged in individualized, nonspelling activities. 
The study contained four phases: Baseline, Alternating Treatments, 
~·1ost Effective Treatment, and (following administration of verbal and 
behavioral preference questionnaires) Simultaneous Treatments. Prior 
to Baseline, the teacher explained the purpose of the study, and how it 
would be conducted (Appendix D contains the prebaseline student orienta-
tion). 
Baseline. During Baseline subjects spelled the stimulus words on 
test forms (The form is in Appendix E). No feedback on performance was 
given. Each spelling word was presented to subjects by identifying the 
number of the word, saying the word, using the word in a prespecified 
sentence (Appendix F contains the sentences), and repeating the word. 
The teacher and author attempted to comply with the following guidelines 
du ring test administration: Allow a maximum of 15 seconds writing ti me 
between the end of a word's repetition and the announcement of the next 
word's number, maintain silence during writing time, avoid special 
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pronunciation of spelling words (e.g. syllabification), avoid words of 
encouragement, and avoid responses to student requests and questions. 
Four of the five sets of words were administered each session (the fifth 
set of words was not used until Simultaneous Treatments). Before Session 
7, the serial order of word sets was random. After Session 6, the serial 
order of word sets was systematically counterbalanced every four sessions 
(Appendix G contains the counterbalancing orders). Six words were 
redistributed within the less difficult word sets before Session 3 for 
Subjects 1 and 2. Two words were redistributed within the more difficult 
word sets before Session 6 for Subjects 3 and 4. Words removed from 
one set and added to another were replaced by words of equal difficulty 
from the eighth-grade norms (The New Iowa Spelling Scale, Greene, 1954). 
Baseline lasted 10 sessions. The dependent variable during Baseline and 
during the other phases was number of words (out of eight words in each 
set) correctly spelled. 
Alternating Treatments. In this phase, four experimental conditions 
were sequentially administered each session in a counterbalanced order. 
Distribution of spelling test forms initiated a condition. To increase 
discriminability of conditions, descriptions of remediations employed 
were read prior to testing. Testing was followed by remediation of 
misspelled words. Alternating Treatments was continued for seven 
sessions. One-hundred percent spelling accuracy had been achieved on 
at least one word set by three subjects. The first condition attaining 
100% performance was labeled "Most Effective Treatment. " 
Most Effective Treatment. Before t he spelling test in Session 
18, subjects were instructed by the teacher as to which treatment they 
would receive. While some subjects were being remediated, the others 
wore earplugs to avoid exposure to other treatments. The three sets of 
words which had previously been assigned to the three treatments were 
now all assigned to the Most Effective Treatment. The fourth set of 
words remained in the Control condition. Subjects 1, 3, and 4 were 
remediated simultaneously since their Most Effective Treatment permitted 
this. The Most Effective Treatment for Subject 2 required an individu~ 
alized procedure. This phase lasted eight sessions for three subjects 
and seven sessions for the fourth. After the last session of the r·1ost 
Effective Treatment phase, subjects completed a three item multiple 
choice, verbal preference questionnaire ( Ollendic k et al., 1980 ) which 
asked them to indicate: which treatment was most preferred; whic h treat-
ment produced · the most learning; and which 1'/0uld be chosen to learn a 
new set of words (Appendi x H contains the verbal preferen_ce qu es t ion-
naire). Finally t hey were as ked to choose the treatment they act ually 
would want to have on t he ne xt session on a three i t em multiple choice, 
behavioral preference questionnaire (Appendi x I contains t he behavioral 
preference questionnaire ) . 
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Simultaneous Treatments. During the first session eac h subj ect 
received the treatment she had chosen at the end of the previo us session . 
At t he end of the first session su bjects were agafn as ked fo r the ir 
behavioral preferences. Thi s same proce dure lflas r ep eated i n t he secon d 
session. After t he th ird Si mul t aneo us Treatments s ess i on , t he experi-
ment was ended. 
Experimental Conditions 
Three treatments were used plus a Control condition (checklists 
for all conditions are in Appendix J). 
10 
Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforcement (Positive Practice). 
The subject sat at the teacher's desk as the teacher graded her test; 
informed her of point earnings '; verbalized praise; and specified mis-
spelled words. Points could be exchanged for art and school supplies, 
field trips, and other backup reinforcers available through the class-
room's pre-existing point economy program . For each misspelled word, 
the student waul d 1 isten to the teacher say and spell the word in a 
syllabified manner; repeat the word; and simultaneously spell and write 
the ~ttord . This process was repeated until the ~tto r d was spelled cor-
rectly five times. Following each student spelling of a word, feedback 
on the correctness of responses was delivered (the actual instructions 
are in Appendix J). This experimental condition replicated the Positive 
Practice plus Positive Reinforcement condition of Ollendick et al. ( 1980), 
except for the availability of backup reinforcers. 
Teacher Correction plus CMn Study ~1ethod ( CMn t~e t hod) . The teacher 
placed an "X" beside misspelled ~ttords and entered correct spellings 
following the spelling test. Students were given their test papers, 
lined 8~ X 11 writing paper, and five minutes to study misspelled words 
using any study method they chose. This condition replicated Ollendick's 
nonresearched traditional control condition except that his subjects 
were not given writing paper. 
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Student Correction plus Specified Study Method (Specified Method ) . 
This procedure was the researched traditional control condition (cf. 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer 1978). The teacher spelled each test word cor-
rectly as students pointed with their pens to the letters t hey had 
written on their test papers; students copied misspelled words from a 
model sheet of correct spellings . These student corrections were then 
checked by the teacher. During Specified Study, misspelled words were 
written correctly on a study sheet to serve as models (Appendi x K 
contains the study sheet ) . For 5 minutes, each misspelled word was 
studied by: covering up t he correctly spelled model; attemp t ing to wri te 
the misspelled word correctl y ; uncovering the model; an d co mpari ng t he 
spelled word with the model. This was repeated five ti mes with each 
misspel l ed word. 
Control. Words were pre sented and spelled by subjects as in Base-
line. 
Reliability 
Teac her compliance . Teac her compliance with t rea tmen t i nstruct i on s 
was recorded on chec kl i sts by th e auth or du ri ng all t he sessi on s . Per-
cent teacher compl iance for each ch ec klist was number of compl ianc es 
divided by num ber of compliances plus numb er of no ncompl ia nces pl us 
omissions t i mes 100. The t eac her served as second observer ; he used the 
same chec kl ist s as t he autho r. Reli ab ili ty was ca lc ula ted as number of 
agreemen ts div i ded by numbe r of agr eements plus number of disagreements 
ti mes 100 . Media n pe rcent teach er compliance ac ross all phases and 
conditions was 94% (range=91-100). Median percent reliability during 
Baseline and Alternating Treatments was 90% (range=68.5-100); median 
reliability during Most Effective and Simultaneous Treatments was 66% 
(range= 40-80). 
Most reliability disagreements occurred when the author recorded 
12 
a compliance and the teacher did not record a response which he actually 
had emitted. Such teacher omissions increased across experimental 
phases . 
Spelling scores. Students spelled words on forms on which eight 
words could be written, scored, and corrected. Capitol letters were 
considered as penmanship and not spelling errors. Marks indicating cor-
rect and incorrect spellings were entered to the left of words in one 
of three columns. Students used the left hand column, the test admini-
strator the middle column, and the reliability assessor the right hand 
column. Total words correct and total words missed were recorded. 
Numbers of words spelled in the Results section are based on the author's 
scorings. The second observer was the aut hor, the teacher (Sessions 10, 
13, 24, and 25), or the subjects (for student corrected tests). The 
left margins of the test form were folded back to remove the initial 
grader's marks from view of the second observer. Percent reliability, 
calculated as before, across all experimental phases and subjects was 
99.4 %. 
Treatment durations . During the Alternating Treatments phase, 
the author recorded the times (to the nearest minute) treatment was begun 
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and ended. Treatment began when the test administrator asked, "Does 
everybody have a sharpened pencil?" Treatment ended when the test admin-
istrator stopped looking toward and manipulating test materials associated 
with the treatment. For the Positive Practice condition, the times that 
individualized remediation began and ended were also recorded. Remedia -
tion began when a subject sat in a chair beside the teacher 1 s desk and 
ended when she left the chair. Positive Practice instruction duration 
for individual subjects was calculated as number of minutes of group 
test administration (from treatment initiation until the firstsubject 
sat at the teacher 1 s desk) plus number of minutes of individualized 
remediation. The same times recorded by the author were also recorded 
by the teacher. Median percent duration reliability (smaller duration 
divided by larger du ration times 100) was 99.5 % (range = 92 - 100) for four 
treatments and 87.5 % (range=84-94) for individual Positive Practice 
instruction duration across subjects. 
Spelling Scores 
CHAPTER I II 
RESULTS 
The number of words spelled correctly is plotted for each session 
for the four subjects in Figure 1. Baseline performance was low and 
nonsystematic for all word sets. During Alternating Treatments, perform-
ance increased for the three treated sets of words. No one treatment 
condition was consistently superior for all subjects. For some subjects 
no one treatment was ever consistently superior (Subject 1); for other 
subjects one treatment was either consistently superior (Subject 2) or 
inferior (Subject 3) . During the Most Effective Treatment, performance 
increased to a high 1 evel for all treated word sets; performance remained 
low for control words . During Simultaneous Treatments, performance on 
the previously unused fifth set of words consistently improved. Positive 
Practice was most often actually chosen during Simultaneous Treatments. 
The data in Figure 1 resemble that reported by Ollendick et al. (1980) 
for their Study 1, in that the different treatments produced overlapping 
effects. The data in Figure 1 differ from the Ollendick data in that 
Positive Practice is not consistently the t~ost Effective Treatment . 
Treatment Durations 
Table 1 contains total treatment durations and durations of the 
first and last three sessions for four treatment conditions during Alter-
nating Treatments. Treatment duration was shortest for Own Method (111 
minutes), intermediate for Specified Method (144 minutes) , and longest 
for Positive Practice (294 minutes ) . Although duration of teacher time 
14 
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Figure 1. The number of words spelled correctly by Subjects 1, 2, 3, an d 
4 during the four experimental phases for five sets of '<'lords. 
During the Alternating Treatments phase, words from Set A were 
assigned to the Positive Practice (P P) condition; words from Se t 
8 were assigned to the Specified Method (SM) condition; "''ords from 
Set C were assigne d to th e GWn ~et hod (Ct1) condition; and •.vords 
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from Set D were assigned to th e Co nt rol ( C) condition . During the 
Most Effective Treatment phas e, al vtord sets were assigned to t:,e 
Specified Met hod condition for Subjects 1 and 4; the Positi'le Prac -
tice condition for Subject 2; and th e 0.'/n Met hod cond i tion for Sub -
ject 3. During the Simultaneous Treatments phase, words fro m Set E 
were assigned to the Postive Practice condition fo r Subjects _ 
( Sessions 27 and 28 only ) , 2, and 4 and t o .. he Own :1et hcd condition 
for Subjects 1 (Session 26 on l y ) and 3. 
Tab 1 e 1 
Total Treatment Durations and Durations of the First and last Three Sessions 
for Four Treatment Conditions during Alternating Treatments 
Conditions 
Positive Practice Own Specified Control 
Durations 
Total treatment duration (minutes) 
Duration of first three sessions {m~nutes) 
Duration of last three sessions {mihutes) 
• 




91 87 110 104 
56 50 63 51 
22 25 32 37 
Method Method 
111 144 30 
52 73 12 
41 52 14 
I-' 
0'1 
required to administer Positive Practice was longer than that of other 
treatments, student time to receive Positive Practice was shorter than 
that of other treatments. Student time included test administration 
plus individual remediation; it ranged from 87 minutes (Subject 2) to 
110 minutes (Subject 3). The Control Treatment required 30 minutes for 
test administration alone. 
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Treatment durations decreased for all three active conditions from 
the first to the last three sessions. Decreases were least marked with 
Own Method (from 52 to 41 minutes or a 21 % decrease), intermediate with 
Specified Method (from 73 to 52 minutes or a 29 % decrease), and most 
marked with Positive Practice (from 171 to 80 minutes or a 53% decrease). 
Own Method maintained a shorter treatment duration than Specified Method 
from the first to the last three sessions (21 minutes shorter during the 
former and 11 minutes shorter during the latter). It was during the 
last three sessions that duration variability across sessions decreased 
----------------
for Specified Method; session duration ranged from 20 to 30 minutes during 
the first three sessions and from 17 to 18 minutes during the last t hree 
sessions . 
Verbal and Actual Preferences 
Table 2 contains the treatment used during the Most Effective 
Treatment condition; the treatments chosen for the three questionnaire 
items; and t he treatment actually chosen during the Simultaneous Treat-
ments condition for the four subjects in Study 1. Subj ec t 1 selected 
Specified Method as a response to all three questionnaireitems. This 
Tab 1 e 2 
Treatments Employed during the Most Effective Treatment Phase, Treatments Chosen 
for Questionnaire Items and Treatments Emp 1 oyed during the Simultaneous Treatments 
Phase for All Subjects 
Phase Verbal Questionnaire Items Phase 
Subject Most 1. Which 2. From 3. Which S i mu 1 tan eo us 
Effective procedure which procedure Treatments : 
Treatment did you procedure would you Actua 1 
prefer? did you use to choices 
learn the learn new 
most? sets of 
words? 
1 Specified Specified Specified Specified Own Method/ 
Method Method Method Method Positive Practice 
2 Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive 
Practice Practice Practice Practice Practice 
3 Own Own ()....Jn Own Own 
Met hod Method Method Method Method 
4 Specified Positive S peci fi ed Specified Positive 
~1e thod Practice t~ethod Method Practice 
I-' 
():) 
was her Most Effective Treatment as well. During Simultaneous Treat -
men~. she actually chose Positive Practice twice following what she 
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later descr i bed as one erroneous choice of Own Method. Subject 2 selected 
Positive Practice as a response to all three questionnaire items and as 
her subsequent actual choice. This had also been her Most Effective 
Treatment . Subject 3 responded as consistently as Subject 2 but to a 
different treatment. Subject 4 ' s choices resembled those of Subject 1. 
Subjects 2 and 3 chose their Most Effective Treatment (column 2) as a 





In Study 1 Positive Practice plus Positive Reinforcement was the 
Most Effective Treatment for only one of four subjects. This result 
differed from that of Ollendick et al. (1980) 't~ho found that Positive 
Practice plus Positive Reinforcement was the Most Effective Treatment 
for four of four subjects. In Study 2, two features of Study 1 were 
altered to produce experimental conditions more similar to those of 
Ollendick et al. (1980). Study 2 was conducted with a single subject in 
contrast to a group of four. The spelling words were chosen from the 
Sivaroli Classroom Reading Inventory (1976). Positive Practice plus 
Positive Reinforcement (Positive Practice) was compared with Student 
Correction plus Specified Study Method (Specified Method) and with Teacher 
Correction plus Own Study Method (Own Method) in an Alternating Treat-
ments Design. The Control condition and the Simultaneous Treatments 





Subject 5, a 13-year-old male caucasian, was admitted for be i ng 
out of control at home, threatening teachers, and running away from 
school. A psychological evaluation re po rt ed 11 a one-year developmental 
lag in visual -motor integration 11 and y iel ded a DSM III diagnosis of 
11 Attention Deficit Di sorder (residual) 11 an d 11 Mixed Specific Developmantal 
Disorder. 11 Enrolled in the eighth-grade, Subject 5 obtained grade levels 
of 2.7 in spelling, 3.4 in reading, and 3.6 in math on the \-JRAT (Jastak, 
Jastak, & Bijou, 1976). Intelligence assessment rendered a WISC-R 
(Wechsler, 1974) Verbal IQ of 86 , Performance IQ of 104, and Full Scale 
IQ of 93 . 
Stimulus Materials 
The stimulus words empl"oyed for spelling instruction were obtained 
from the Siva roli Classroom Reading Inventory (1976) , fifth - and sixth -
grade Equivalent Forms A and B. Words were assigned difficulty levels 
using eighth-grade norms (Th e New Iowa Spelling Scale, Greene, 1954). 
Fifteen words were selected from the sixth-grade for m and nine v.Jords 
were selected from the fifth-gra de form. Each selected ltJOrd could be 
spelled correctly by 48 to 90:'~ of the pupils in the normative sample. 
Selected wo r ds were rank ordered in terms of diff iculty . Contiguous 
words of similar difficulty were t hen sequentially assigned to three 
sets of eight words each. Each word set was randomly assigned to one 
of three treatment conditions (Appendix L contains word sets, word 
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difficulty and grade levels, and equivalent forms from which words were 
obtai ned) . 
Experimenta 1 Design and Conditions 
The author served as teacher. Sessions were conducted in unoccu-
22 
pied classrooms, the subject's room or the lobby of the group home. 
Baseline lasted 3 sessions, Alternating Treatments 10 sessions, and Most 
Effective Treatment 9 sessions. All other experimental design and con-
dition features of Study 2 were the same as those in Study 1 (see Appen-
dix t1 for counterbalancing orders and Appendix N for sentences). 
Reliability 
Compliance. Compliance with treatment instructions was recorded 
by the author. Median compliance across all phases and conditions was 
100% (range= 95-100). 
Spelling scores. The second observer of spelling scores was 
Subject 5 if tests were student corrected or a research associate if 
tests were author corrected. Percent reliability of spelling scores 
across all experimental phases and conditions was 99.8%. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS 
Spelling Scores and Verbal Preference 
In Figure 2, the number of words spelled correctly is plotted for 
each session for Subject 5. Baseline performance was low and nonsystem-
atic for all word sets. During Alternating Treatments, performance 
increased for all three sets of words. No one treatment v-tas con-
sistently superior. Own method became inferior as the phase continued . 
During the Most Effec t ive Treatment phase, performance increased to 100% 
for all word sets. Subject 5 chose Positive Practice for all three ques-
tionnaire items; it was not his most effective treatment. 
Treatment Durations 
Table 3 contains to tal treatment du ratio ns , durations of t he first 
seven sessions, and durations of the first and last five sessions for 
three treatment conditions du ring Alternating Treatments. Treatment 
duration was shortest for Own Method (99 minutes), in te rmediate for Pos-
itive Practice (115 minutes), and longest for Specified Method (154 min-
utes). Duration of Positive Practice for the first seven sessions of 
Alternating Treatments was 96 minutes; it was within the range obtained 
in Study 1 for seven sessions of Positive Practice with individual 
subjects (e.e. 85-110 minutes). Durations for t he first seven sessions, 
however, were shorter for Own Method (i .e. 70 minutes ) and Specified 
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Figure 2. The number of words spelled correctly by Subject 5 du ring the 
three experimental phases for three sets of words. During 
the Al ternating Treatments phase, wo rds from Set A were 
assigned to the Positive Practice (PP) conditi on; words from 
Set B were assigned to the Specified Method (SM) condition; 
and words from Set C were assigned to the Own Method (OM) 
condition . During the Most Effective Treatment phase, all 
word sets were assigned to the Specified Method (SM) condition . 
Table 3 
Total Treatment Durations, Durations of the First Seven Sessions, and Durations 
of the First and Last Five Sessions for Three Treatment 
Conditions during Alternating Treatments 
Conditions 
Durations Positive Practice (Mn Method Specified Method 
Total treatment duration (minutes) 115 99 154 
Duration of first seven sessions (minutes) 96 70 112 
Duration of first five sessions (minutes) 78 51 85 
Duration of last five sessions (minutes) 37 48 69 
N 
U1 
Treatment durations decreased for all three conditions from the 
first to the last five sessions. Decreases were least marked with CMn 
Method (from 51 to 48 minutes or a 6% decrease), intermediate with Spe-
c~ied Method (from 85 to 69 minutes or a 19% decrease) and most marked 
with Positive Prac tice (from 78 to 37 minutes or a 53% decrease). During 
the last five sessions, variability of treatment durations across ses-
sions decreased for Specified Method; durations rangedfrom 15 to 22 
minutes during the first five sessions and from 13 to 16 minutes during 
the last five sessions. Own ~1et hod maintained a shorter treatment dura-
tion than Specified r~ethod from the first to the last five sessions (34 





During the Alternating Treatments phase, Specified Method was 
selected as the Most Effective Method for three subjects (1, 4, and 5), 
Own ~~ethod was selected as the Most Effective Method for Subject 3, and 
Positive Practice was Most Effective for Subject 2. Although one treat-
ment was selected as the Most Effective Method in each case, it is 
obvious from Figures 1 and 2 that a second treatment was about equally 
effective for four of the five subjects (Own Method for Subjects 1 and 
4; Specified ~1ethod for Subject 3, and Positive Practice for Subject 5). 
Only the data from Subject 2 indicated one method (Positive Practice) 
to be superior to the other two and, of course, only the data fro m Sub-
ject 2 could be said to replicate the findings reported by Ollendick et 
a 1 . ( 1980) . 
It is, howe ver, possible to question the superiority of Positive 
Practice even with Subject 2. This subject was the only one for v1hom 
no method attained 100% performance. The absolute terminal value for 
Positive Practice for Subject 2 was six correct words spelled out of 
eight. For the other subjects for whom Positive Practice was the third 
or second Most Effective Treatment, the abso lute values for Positive 
Practice were similar (seven for Subjects 1 and 5 and six for Subjects 
3 and 4) . Rat her than concluding that Positive Practice was superior 
for Subject 2, it may be more reasonable to suggest that Own and Speci -
fied Methods were actually very inferior for Subject 2 relative to their 
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effectiveness for the other four subjects. Although these data differ 
from Ollendick's with respect to Alternating Treatments, this was not 
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the case during the Most Effective Treatment phase when, like Ollendick's 
results, all word lists closely approximated 100% performance for all 
subjects. 
A closer examination of the figures in the Ollendick article 
revealed that for all subjects (but especially Child 4) the scores for 
the words assigned to Positive Practice increased from Baseline during 
the first session of Alternating Treatments despite the important fact 
that the treatment of Positive Practice di d not begin until after the 
spelling test for that sessio n had been completed. lo compa rab 1 e 
increases for words assigned to Positive Practice occurred in Figures 
1 or 2 of the present study . If Positive Practice words in the Ollendick 
study somehow began with an advantage this could have contributed to 
their ult i mate superiority. 
There were also at least eleven other conditions which differed 
between the two experiments and which could have contributed to the 
different results. Ollendick (Note 2) reported that his subjects were 
not provided v.Jith any study paper at all to '"'rite on with Own Method. 
Subjects studied from their teacher corrected test papers. In the 
present experiments, study papers were provi ded . Matson (Note 3) 
indica ted that in the Ollendick et al. (1980) study, the classroom 
teacher conveyed to subjects that Positive Practice 'tlas meant as "p unish-
ment." Voice tone and facial cues may h,1ve been absent fro m the present 
studies wh ich made Positive Practice less aversive than it was in the 
Ollendick study. Failures to replicate may be accounted for by the 
increased efficacy of Own Method resulting from study paper use and the 
decreased efficacy of Positive Practice resulting from voice tone and 
facial cue variables in the present studies. Stars without backup 
reinforcers were used in Ollendick's study whereas points with backup 
reinforcers available through a classroom point economy program were 
used in the present studies; this difference, however, should have in-
creased the reinforcement associated with and the attractiveness of the 
Positive Practice condition. 
The present studies also differed from Ollendick's in that older 
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subjects were employed; the behaviors resulting in admission of subjects 
to residential treatment programs were different; the teacher was male 
and not female; the teacher and author employed self-monitoring check-
lists; difficulty of word sets was equated through use of The New Iowa 
Spelling Scale (Greene, 1954) whereas no such equating was reported by 
Ollendic k;and treatment conditions were administered consecutivel y and 
not separated temporally (Ollendick et al. administered treatments dur-
ing different parts of the day with time delays between treatments to 
• 
decrease the li ke lihood of multiple treatment interference) . In addi-
tion, Study 1 differed from Ollendick's study in that a group of sub -
jects was treated; the words employed were generally mo re difficult; and 
the author was present as a reliability assessor. 
Treatment Durations 
Treatment duration analyses revealed that with a group of subjects 
in Study 1, Positive Practice consumed more teacher ti me than ~1n or 
Specified Methods did. The teacher was required to remediate students 
individually rather than simultaneously. Positive Practice, however, 
consumed less student time than other active treatments. Students 
worked independently as their classmates were being remediated. When 
teacher time is at a premium, then Positive Practice is not the treat-
ment of choice. With a single subject in Study 2, treatment duration 
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for Positive Practice was intermediate to that of Own and Specified 
Methods; its absolute value, however, was within the range obtained for 
individual subjects in Study 1 when number of sessions were equated 
across studies. Treatment durations for Own and Specified Methods in 
Study 2 we re sho rter than those obtained in Study 1. Ra t her than con-
cluding that the duration of Positive Practice treatment was longer in 
Study 2 than in Study 1, it may be more reasonable to suggest that treat-
ment durations of Own and Specified Methods were differentially shortened 
to a greater degree than Positive Practice in Study 2. Differential 
shortening of duration time was likely to have been due to a decrease 
in test correction time for Own and Specified Meth ods but not for Posi-
tive Practice. Test correction procedures were identical for Positive 
Practice in both Study 1 and Study 2; they we re however, shortened i n 
Study 2 for Own and Specified Methods to the extent allowed by a decrease 
i n 11 umber o f subjects . 
In both studies, treatment du ra tion was shorter for Own ~ethod 
than Specified Method •t~hether comparisons were made for all sessions or 
just the last few sessions during Alternating Treatme nts. Thus, differ-
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ences maintained even when treatment durations became more constant 
across sessions as they did during the last few sessions of Alternating 
Treatments. Differences, however, were small. Own Method duration was 
probably shorter because the teacher correction of tests associated with 
it was less time consuming than the student correction associated with 
Specified Method. 
Treatment durations were not reported by Ollendic k et al. (1980) . 
Ollendick 1 s study differs from the present studies in that an attempt 
was made to equalize durations across treatments by stretching out 
shorter treatments. The present studies demonstrated t hat duration 
differences were inherent across treatments. The relative efficacy of 
treatment packages was assessed without attempting to control for dura-
tion differences . 
In both of the present studies, treatment duration decreased from 
the beginning to ending sessions during Alternating Treatments. Decreases 
were greatest for Positive Practice, intermediate for Specified Method, 
and shortest for Otm Method. Decreases for tMn Method were probably due 
to increased student and teacher familiarizafion with the procedure 
across sessions. Familiarization also was li kely to cause duration 
decreases with the other active treatments. Additionally for Specified 
Method, less time was spent instructing subjects in Student Correction and 
Specified Study Method pro cedures. Duration decreases for Positive 
Practice were due to remediation on fewer and fewer words across sessions. 
Greater decreases could occur for Positive Practice than either 0Nn or 
Specified ~~eth ods because remediation time was variable for the former 
and fixed for the latter. 
Verbal and Actual Preferences 
Ollendick et al. (1980) obtained verbal pre ferences for Positive 
Practice over other treatments from three out of four subjects. Only 
two of five subjects in the present studies verbally preferred Positive 
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Practice. Three of five subjects actually chose Positive Practice. Jon -
correspondence between verbal preference and actual choice \'las found for 
two of four subjects in Study 1 (Risley and Hart, 1968; Lloyd, 1980). 
The importance of behavioral preference assessment is underscored by this 
noncorrespondence. No differences in preference for Positive Practice 
were consistently found between learning disabled and nonlearning disabled 
subjects as suggested by Ollendick et al. (1980, p. 653). Although three 
learning disabled subjects preferred Positive Practice, one of the two 
nonlearning disabled subjects also preferred this treatment. 
Methodological Issues 
Study 1 provides a model for establishing relative efficacies, 
behavioral preferences, and relative durations for several treatments 
utilizing single subject research methodology . It has been reported 
that "only one example of use of an STD [limultaneous Treatments Desig.6] 
exists in applied literature" (Barlow & Hayes, 1979, p. 202). A problem 
associated wi th use of the Alternating Treatments Design is the threat 
to external validity resulting from multiple treatment interference 
(Barlow & Hayes, 1979). Results obtained by rapidly alternating treat -
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ment conditions in a counterbalanced fashion may not generalize to 
situations where only one treatment is employed. In Study 2, the word 
"purchase" from Set A apparently interferred with the correct spelling 
of "precious" in Set C. "Precious" was misspelled as "pu'' in four of 10 
attempts, as "pur" in three attempts, and as "purchase" in another dur-
ing Alternating Treatments. M~spellings continued during Most Effective 
Treatment as "pur" in four of nine attempts, as "purch" and "pachase" 
in two others and as "purchase '' in two additional trials. Future studies 
employing the Alternating Treatments Design for evaluating spelling in-
structional treatments should eliminate words with similar spelling from 
lists. Barlow and Hayes (1979 ) advise separating treatment conditions 
temporally as Ollendick et al. (1980) did to decrease interference. 
Another difficulty associated with the Alternating Treatments 
Design in the present studies was that only a small number of words could 
be placed in each word set. Ceiling effects associated with 100% test 
scores were thus rapidly obtained. Future studies co uld compare f ewe r 
treatments with more words in each set. Number of words spelled cor-
rectly may become a more sensitive indicator of differential treatment 
effects as number of words per word set is increased. 
Finally, a second observer woul d be preferable to t he teacher 
serving as a self-monitoring reliability assessor. Treatment compliance 
reliability was generally higher in Study 1 during the first two phases 
than during the last two phases. Most observer disagreements occurred 
when the teacher failed to sel f-recor d and the author recorded compliance 
with treatment. It was diffic ult for the teacher to simultaneously self-
34 
monitor compliance and implement treatment. Possible reactivity asso-
ciated with teacher self-monitoring might decrease if the teacher check-
list were used to simply prompt compliance without also measuring it. 
1. Ollendick, T. H. 
school children. 
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APPENDIX A 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON TRADITIONAL STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING SPELLING 
What follows are descriptions of traditional strategies for teaching 
spelling, summaries of research findings associated with each strategy, 
and reference citations. 
1. Incidental Approach 
The incidental approach entails learning spelling without specific 
instruction, through instruction in other areas such as vocabulary and 
reading. Despite high positive correlations between spelling and other 
subjects, a review of the literature discloses that many ~ords are misspelled 
•.vithout direct instruction; thus, the incidental approach is not a research-
supported strategy (Pl essas & Ladley cited in A 11 red, 1977). 
I I. Word Se 1 ecti on 
Guidelines for selection of words to be taught in a spelling program 
have included: (1) choosing words for a given grade on the basis of the 
frequency with which they appear in the writing of children at that level, 
and (2) choosing words used frequently in adult writing, thereby insuring 
both current and future value of words selected (Horn cited in Allred, 1977). 
Studies have revealed that 10 words account for 25% of all words that 
children use in their writing, 100 words account for 60%, 1,000 words account 
for 89%, 2,000 words account for 95%, and 3,000 words account for 97% (Horn; 
Rinsland cited in Allred, 1977 ) . Similarly, 100 words account for 58.8% of 
all words that adu l ts use in their writ ing, 1,000 words account for 89.6% of 
all words, 2, 000 words account for 95.4%, and 3,000 words accoun t for 9 7 . n~ . 
A set of 4,000 words can be selected (1,000 used frequently by children, 
1,000 used frequently by adults, and 2,000 used frequently by adults and 
children) which include 97% of all words used frequently by children and 
adults in their writing. Through one objective for an elementary school 
spelling program, the learning of approximately 2,800 to 3,000 targetted 
words by the end of the sixth-grade has been specified as generally 
desirable (E. Horn cited in Fitzsirrrnons & Loomer, 1978, p. 7). Word lists 
to be consulted are found in The Vocabulary, Spelling Errors, and Situations 
of Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Children's Letters Written i n Life Outside 
the School (Fitzgerald, 1931), A Basic Vocabulary of 10,000 Words Most 
Commonly Used in Writing (Horn, 1926), A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary 
School Children (Rinsland, 1945), and The New Iowa Spelling Scale (Greene, 
1954). A basic program of some 3,000 to 4,000 words can be reduced in half 
in high ability schools; emphasis may then be placed on teaching high-
frequency, perseveringly difficult words while allowing easier words to be 
learned incidentally (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). 
To conclude, the research has supported teaching of the highest fre-
quency words employed in child and adult writ i ng (Thorndike; E. Horn; 
Hollingsworth; T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978 ) and has not 
• 
supported teaching words derived from vari ous curricular areas as a means of 
increasing spelling ability (E . Horn; Fitzgerald; T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978). 
III. Presenting Words In List Form 
Presenting spelling words in list form entails having students study 
words from lists as opposed to from within sentences or paragraphs. 
Presenting words in context reflects a confounding of spelling and vocabu-
lary instruction. 
spelling problem. 
List presentation presents each word as a separate 
A suggested method of list presentation involves having 
the teacher say a word, use the word in a sentence, and repeat the word; 
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the student writes only the word (Allred, 1977). Numerous studies demon-
strate the superiority of 1 ist over sentence or paragraph presentation 
(Hawley & Gallup; E. Horn; Me Kee; Strickland; Winch cited in Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978). 
IV. Synthetic/Analytic Approaches and Presentation of Words with "Hard 
Spots" Marked 
A synthetic approach to spelling refers to the practice of "concentrating 
on the total word as a specific and individual problem"; through the analytic 
approach, the speller alternately concentrates on the "likenesses and 
differences of individual letters within the word" (Fitzsirrrnons & Loomer, 
1978, p. 59). Advocates of both approaches predict improved spelling perform-
ance contingent on use of their method. 
Marking "hard spots" is an instructional practice derived from the 
analytic approach. Through this practice, difficult parts of words being 
studied are somehow accentuated (e.g. through coloring) to call students' 
attention to them. Conclusions from one study on marking "hard spots " were 
summarized as fol l ows: 
After a study of over 4,000 pupils in grades four, five 
and eight involving a half-million spellings, one is 
impressed with the consistency with which the data show 
that marking hard spots is of little or no value. The 
essential fact in spelling is to write all the letters and 
have them in the right order. Anything that diverts 
from this does harm. The fact stands out that the pupils 
who studied words with the hard spots marked made poorer 
scores than those who studied 1 i sts with the 'tJOrds un-
marked. In other words, the people who advocate marking 
the hard spots are not only suggesting a useless device 
but possibly a harmful one. (Tireman cited in Fitzsimmons 
& Loomer, 1978, p. 8) 
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Marking "hard spots" has been recognized as a questionable practice in 
several other studies (Masters; Mendenhall; Rosemeier cited in Fi tzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978). 
V. Presenting Non-Syllabified Whole Words 
The whole word method involves teachers presenting spell in g words 
visually or orally to students in a non-syllabified form. Visual presentation 
of syllabified words was not demonstrated to be superior to ~t1hole word 
presentation in general, when analyzed across word types (i .e. words 
(1) where syllabication was not patently associated with spell ing, (2) difficult 
to pronounce, (3) containing double consonant diffi cul ties, and (4) containing 
prefi x and suffix difficulties), and when analyzed across superior and 
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inferior spelling ability students; for words which, if syllabified, 
might have caused spelling errors, syllabified presentation decreased 
perfonnance (T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 17). Oral 
syllabified presentation afforded no advantage over whole word presenta-
tion although no negative effect was found for words which, if syllabified, 
might more readily be misspelled (Humphry cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 
1978, p. 18). 
VI. Test-Study-Test Procedure 
The test-study-test procedure involves administering a pretest to 
students prior to students studying their spelling words. This procedure 
contrasts with the study-test procedure where students do not take a pre -
test and simply study their spelling words prior to a terminal exam. 
Through the test-study-test procedure, students can isolate the words that 
they misspell and confine their studying to these words. Study time may 
be used more efficiently to learn the correct spellings of words previously 
misspelled rather than to overlearn the spellings of words already in 
students ' repertoires. A future-ortentation is adopted as an emphasis is 
placed on pupils improving their spelling performance over pretest l evels. 
Research findings (B lanchard cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978) 
indicate that: 
1. The test-study method was best for bright students in all grades. 
2. The test-study method was best for average students from the 
middle of grade 3, on. 
3. The test-study method was best for slow students from the 
beginning of grade 5, on. 
4. The study-test method should be used in all cases not covered 
by the above. (p. 13) 
-
A review of the literature (Blanchard cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 
1978) revealed that "twice as many studies favored the test-study method 
as favored the study-test method (Blanchard cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 
1978, p. 13). Numerous other reports (Blanchard; Fitzgerald; Hibler; 
Kingsley; Montgomery cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978; Rieth cited in 
Allred, 1977) support the superiority of the test-study-test over the 
study-test method. 
A variation on the test-study-test procedure has been suggested for 
use in the primary grades (Allred, 1977). The variation of preview test-
study-test procedure allows pupils to look over words before taking a pre-
test. Another possibility for primary grade pupils who "are able to spell 
none, or a very small percentage, of the assigned words" (Fitzgerald cited 
in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 13) is use of the study-test method. 
VII. The Corrected-Test Method 
The corrected-test method involves the student's self-correction of 
his own spelling test. It has been indicated that "the technique works 
well" (Allred, 1977, p. 23) when the following steps are employed: 
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(1) the teacher or spelling partner says the spelling 'fiOrd, uses it in a 
sentence and repeats the word, (2) the student writes the word, (3) the 
examiner immediately spells the word, emphasizing each letter as the student 
points to it with his pen or pencil, (4) the student corrects his spelling 
errors, (5) steps one through four are repeated for each word on the 
spelling test, and (6) the student employs a method of systematic study on 
misspelled words to learn their correct spellings (Allred, 1977, pp. 23-24 ). 
The corrected-test procedure can be implemented by a teacher with his class 
or by student dyads (Allred, 1977). Teachers will need to double check 
self-corrections from time to time to identify students who have difficulty 
using the corrected-test technique (E. Horn cited i n Allred, 1977). The 
corrected-test has been described as a 11 ••• happy instance where group 
instruction and adjustments to individual differences are combined. The 
tests are given and corrected as a group exercise, but in dividual pupils 
are concerned only with their own special needs 11 (E. Horn cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 11). 
Research results and conclusions supportive of the corrected-test 
procedure include the following: 
(1) As measured, by a final weekly test or by recall 
tests after an interval of seven days, the corrected 
test alone will contribute 90-95 per cent of t he achieve-
ment resulting from the combined effect of the 
pronunciation exercise , corrected t est and study; (2) in 
some classes the corrected test alone i s suffi cient for 
mastery or near-mastery of a typical spelling lesson by 
the upper third of the cl ass; (3) the co rrected t est 
appears to be the most important single factor contributing 
to achievement in spelling. (T. Horn cited in Fitzs immons & 
Loomer, 1978, p. 9) 
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Other research involv i ng the corrected-tes t method ind ica tes that it 
resu lts in equal or better spelling achievemen t than do other methods, in 
less time (Beseler ; Christine & Holling sworth; Thomas cited in Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978); is effective across spelling words of different difficul•ies 
--
and word lists of varying lengths (Tyson cited in Fitzsirrrnons & Loomer, 
1978); results in mastery of the typical spelling lesson for the upper 
third of the class, in the absence of adjunctive techniques or study 
(Louis cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978); and is effective when used in 
conjunction with the test-study method (Schoephoerster cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). 
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The following suggestions have been proposed to "make the corrected-
test a vital rather than a routine experience" (E. Horn cited in Fitzsirrrnons & 
Loomer, 1978, p. 10): 
l. Each pupil should understand that the test shows him which 
words he needs to study, thus affording intelligent motivation. 
2. The pupil should be convinced that, by working carefully as 
he corrects his test, he can 1 earn many new words in the 
process of correcti on. 
3. Pupils should correct their own tests as the teacher spells 
each word aloud. This focuses the attention of the pupil on 
each word he has misspelled, as well as on the correct 
spelling of the word. 
4. Time for the study of the words missed on the test s hould be 
provided as soon as possible, preferably immediate ly after 
the test has been corrected. 
5. The teacher should give immediate help to individual pupils 
who have made many errors. 
6. Results on the final tests should be compared with those on 
the first test to show what progress has been made. ( E · Horn 
cited in Fitzs immons & Loomer, 1978, pp . 10- 11) 
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VIII. Systematic Study Method 
Th rough a systematic study method, students follow a pre-
specified, effective series of steps to learn the correct spellings of 
previously misspelled words. A systematic study method contrasts with a 
study procedure where students are allowed to devise their own 
individual procedures for learning correct spellings. The difficulty 
with non-systematic study methods has been summarized as follows: 
Many children have trouble with spelling because they 
have never developed a systematic technique for approaching 
the mastery of new words. Poor spellers often try some-
thing different each time they are called on to try to master 
a new list. (Funk cited in Loomer, 1978, p. 20) 
Spelling research supports the use of the following steps for 
learning the correct spelling of a word: 
1. Pronounce each word carefully. 
2. Look carefully at each part of the word as it is pronounced. 
3. Say the letters in sequence. 
4. Attempt to recall how the word looks and spell the 't~ord to 
oneself. 
5. Check this attempt to recall. 
6. Write the word. 
7. Check this spelling attempt. 
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8. Repeat the above steps if necessary. (E. Horn cited in Allred, 977 ) 
Students often have difficulty applying procedures such as the ones 
specified above despite memor izi ng the steps. Simplified study procedures 
have been developed to overcome application roadbloc ks. One such procedure 
is outlined as follows : 
1. Look at the word and say it softly. If it has more than 
one part, say it again, part by part, looking at each 
part as you say it. 
2. Look at the letters and say each one. If the word has 
more than one part, say the letters part by part. 
3. Write the word without looking at the book. (Gilstrap cited 
in Allred, 1977, pp. 24-25) 
In a critial review of the three-step simplified study procedure 
proposed by Gilstrap, the following points were made: 
The three steps include nearly all the elements of the eight 
study steps ... 
[1] The eight study steps apply visual, auditory, kinesthetic/tactile 
senses in a productive way. 
[2] To eliminate any of the steps might restrict the effectiveness of 
the approach. 
[3] Perhaps simplified study procedures could be more functional, but 
there is need for evidence based on considerable research before we 
are justified in replacing any of these proven study steps. 
(Allred, 1977, pp. 24-25) 
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Another variation on the eight-step st udy method has been recommended 
(Loomer, 1978; Middleton, 1976); it consists of the following steps: 
1. Look at the mode 1. 
2. Cover the model and write the wo rd. 
3. Check the word against the model. 
4. If not correct, repeat 1, 2, and 3. 
5. If correct, cover the word and the model and wri t e the word again . 
> 
6. Repeat this procedure four or five times for each word 
to be studied. (Middleton, 1976, p. 20) 
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In addition, the following guidelines are suggested: 11 STUDENTS 
MAY NEED TO REPEAT THIS PROCEDURE SEVERAL TIMES DURING THE WEEK .... teachers 
may need to guide the students through the study process on a daily basis 11 
(Middleton, 1976, p. 20). 
Finally, conclusions drawn from a number of studies support the 
inadvisability of allowing students to devise their own individual methods 
by which to study spelling words (Fitzgerald; Hildreth; E. Horn; T. Horn 
cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). 
IX. Individualized Spelling Instructions 
Individualized spelling instruction has been described as 11 an 
attempt to place students at the level of learning for which they are 
prepared and teach them according to proven methods of instruction, while 
permitting them to move at their own pace 11 (Allred, 1977, p. 30). Wide 
individual differences in spelling abilities within given grade levels have 
been revealed in the literature. In one study performed in 1913 
(Buckingham cited in Allred, 1977, p. 15), in any given grade from the third 
through the eighth, pupils could be located whose spelling performances were 
at the third grade level and other pupils could be located whose spelling 
performances were at the eighth grade level. In a 1927 study of the schools 
of Duval County, Florida, including Jacksonville (Strayer cited in Allred, 
1977, p. 15), a spread of 10 grade levels was reported in spelling ability of 
sixth graders. The range between the lowest and highest scores of those 
pupils in the middle 50% was 2 l / 2 years at the sixth-grade l evel and 3 years 
at the eighth-grade level. The need for individualized instruction has been 
> 
cited by several writers (Dunne; Eisman; Hall cited in Allred, 1977, 
p. 31). The literature, however, reveals a paucity of studies where 
individualized instruction has been employed (Allred, 1977). 
Use of individualized instruction has been reported to be beneficial 
(Edgerton & Twombly; Noall & Ceravala cited in Allred, 1977). Through 
several studies, the relative efficacy of individualized versus whole-
class instructional approaches was evaluated; individualized instruction 
yielded equivalent or superior results in the primary and intermediate 
grades except with third grade low ability pupils (Allred, Baird, & 
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Read cited in Allred, 1977, p. 31) and superior results in the sixth grade 
(Masoner cited in Allred, 1977, p. 31). No significant differences were 
found, however, between an individualized and a whole-class approach in 
another study conducted on eighth-grade students (Crosland cited in Allred, 
1977, p. 31). Computer-assisted instruction (CAl) has been utilized 
successfully to individualize spelling instruction (Bubba & Thorhallsson; 
Demshock & Riedesel; Durrell, Sullivan,Murphey, & Junkins cited in Allred, 
1977, p. 31). In one report, however, no significant performance differences 
were found in a comparison of CAl and non-CAI approaches (Demshock & 
Riedesel cited in Allred, 1977, p. 31). Individualization of spelling 
inst ruction may be accompl ished in the future through CAl, tachistoscopes, 
and magnetic tape recorders (A llred, 1977). 
One method for individualizing instruction is employed in the Cedar 
Rapids Spelling Program in conjunction with the test -study-test, self-
correction, and systematic study methods (Middleton , 1976). Students in any 
grade bet,,.,een two and twel ve are administered grade -appropriate leveling 
exams. On the basis of exam performance, spelling instruction is individualized 
# 
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by presenting students with words from lists of varying difficulty: 
(1) elementary school students in grades two through six are instructed to 
spell words from either easy, average, or accelerated word lists, and (2) 
secondary school students in grades seven through twelve are instructed 
to spell words from lists of the following difficulty levels: 
Level - Difficult 
Level 2 - Above average 
Level 3 - Average 
Level 4 - Below average 
Level 5 - Easy 
Level 6 - For the non-speller 
No more than three lists of different difficulties are to be employed 
simultaneously in any one classroom. 
Suggestions have been offered for assisting the low spelling ability 
student (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). These include (1) isolating the 
factors causally related to low ability: 11 Lack of interest, poor proof-
reading skills, little writing ability, no direction concerning what 
words are in need of additional study, dawdling, no method of attacking a 
word, improper use of the self-correction technique, ... or organic 
deficiencies (sight, hearing, motor ability (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, 
p. 60), (2) stressing the use of systematic study steps, and when indicated 
(3) divide the student's weekly spelling list into two or three smaller 
lists thereby increasing the manageability of the learning task. 
X. Rote Writing 
Rote writing refers to the study method whereby students write mis -
spelled words repeatedly in the absence of intervening attempts to recall 
these words. The following opinion regarding the rote study method has been 
expressed by two spelling researchers: 11 The practice of having a child copy 
a word five times or ten times, encourages poor hab its and attitudes 11 (Petty & 
ttl H?hWS'$ftO!i 
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Green cited in Loomer, 1978, p. 9). The value of intervening recall in 
both initial and review spelling sessions has been demonstrated (Abbott; 
Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 23). An effective, 
systematic spelling study method provides teachers 'N'ith an alternative to 
the rote method (E. Horn cited in Allred, 1977, p. 24). 
XI. Air Writing 
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Air writing refers to a study procedure whereby the pupil moves his 
arm, hand, and fingers in f ront of himself to trace out letters of spelling 
words being studied. In regards to air writing, the following statement has 
been is sued: 
The practice of writing words in the air is of doubtful 
value. This practice takes t i me and does not gi ve the ch i ld 
a realistic image of the word. Supposedly this practice 
is to give a kinaesthet i c impression of t he word, but the 
result is questionable, s ince arm and hand movements are 
generally not the same as in writing a word. A kinaesthet i c 
impression may be use fu l t o a few very poor spe ll ers, but such 
impression could better be gained t hrough fin ger-tip 
impression i n sand or on the blac kboard. (Petty & Green cited 
in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 23 ) 
The tenor of other researchers has been si mi lar: 
Its [air writ i ng's] greates t dan ger li es in the fac t that 
i t does not al low t he child to form a real i stic image of 
the wo rd as does wri ting it on paper . . .. This same crit i cism 
is also app li ed t o the practice of havi ng the child spell 
ora l ly. (Fitzsi mmon s & Loomer, 1978, p. 60) 
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XII. Teaching Word Meanings 
Teaching word meanings refers to the practice of designing 
instruction such that students learn the meanings of their spelling words. 
One study demonstrated "very little, if any, correlation between spelling 
ability and knowledge of meanings of words" (McKee cited in Loomer, 1 978, 
p. 4). One researcher concludes "Since the words taught in the first six 
grades are those most often used by children in writing, most of these 
words are familiar to the children. The arbitrary practice of teaching 
the meaning of each word is therefore a wasteful practice" (E. Horn cited 
in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 32). The unnecessary nature of 
vocabulary instruction for a majority of spell i ng words has additionally 
been recognized by others (T. Horn; Petty cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 
1978). 
XIII. Time Allotments for Study 
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Time allotments for study refers to an optimal duration of time for 
pupils to spend learning their spelling words . Intermediate grade children 
were shown to benefit as much from 20-minute daily spelling periods as they 
did from 40-minute periods (Jarvis cited in Allred, 1977). A major i t y of 
earlier findings indicated that study allotments of more. than 75 minutes per 
week prove to be of no advantage to pupils, and that even this duration 
could be diminished (E. Horn cited in Allred, 1977). A reduction in weeklY 
study time from 100 minutes (five 20-minute daily periods) to 60 minutes 
(th ree 20-minute daily periods) resulted in a little adverse effect on 
achievement among fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-graders (Larson cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). In the interest of utilizing precious class-
room time most efficiently, it has been suggested that "Time alloted for the 




study of spelling in excess of 60 minutes a week may be spent more 
advantageously in other areas" (T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, 
p. 12). During the time that is alloted for spelling study, "What is 
needed is not more time but spirited, efficient use of instructional 
procedures" (E. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 12). In 
summary, the practice of allowing spelling time allotments to vary 
according to each child's need is not supported by the literature. The 
following explanation is offered as to why research supports a 60 to 75 
minute optimal 'Neekly t i me allotment for spelling study in most situations: 
The reasons for these findings are related to interest and 
motivation. The task of learning to spell resembles that of 
reading the dictionary: the subject might be of interest, 
but the plot changes too often. It is more efficient to 
involve students in a hi ghly mot i vating spelling experience 
for a short period of time t han it is to involve them in 
successive, lengthy daily experiences of study and 
practice. (Allred, 1977, pp. 32-33 ) 
XIV . Phonic Instruct i on 
Phonics is actuall y a method of reading i nstruct i on through whi ch a 
student is instructed in how t o assign correct speech sounds or phonemes 
(e.g. the "schwa " or I a 1 sound in nut or alone, the l si sound in source or 
le~, et c.) when reading correspondi ng wr i tten symbo l s of gr aphemes (e .g. 
the le t t er "u" in nut or the "a" i n al one, the l etters "ce" in source or the 
"ss" in l e~. etc. ) . Phon i cs i s also a t erm used t o des c r i be a method of 
spell in g in struct i on i n which the phon ics reading in structio na l sequence is 
reversed . The student is t au ght t o as sign correct graphemes (e .g . the 
letter "u" in n~t and "a" in !lone) after thinking or hearing corres-
ponding phonemes (e.g. the "schwa'' or /a/ sounds in n!:!_t and !lone). In 
linguistics, a rule which provides information regarding phoneme-grapheme 
relationships is termed a phonetic rule or principle. The utility of 
instruction in phonics and the application of phonetic spelling principles 
was described as follows: 
A child's knowledge of phonetic principles plays an 
important role in his being able to spell, but instruction 
in phonics is an aid to spelling and not a substitute for 
the systematic study of words in the spelling list. (E. 
Horn cited in Allred, 1977, p. 26) 
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One cited inadequacy of phonics is that the student may be unab 1 e to 
discriminate one phoneme from another (e.g. the short / e/ sound in hem from 
the short /i I sound in hi_m, the /rm/ sound in ha~ or. the /rl I sound in snarl 
from the unitary /m/ or /1/ sound, etc.) (Allred, 1977). 
Additional inadequacies associated w1th phon1c 1nstruction have also 
been enumerated: 
1. Over one-third of the words in A Pronouncing Dictionary of 
American English have more than one acceptable pronunciation 
due to regional and cultivated differences. 
2. Many different spellings can be given most sounds and even 
the most comon spellings have numerous exceptions. 
3. A majority of words contain silent letters, and about a s ix t h 
are spelled with double letters even though onl y one of t he 
letters may be pronounced . 
--
4. Responses become uncertain when more than one reasonable 
choice is available, such as "bizzy for busy, honer for honor.'' 
5. Unstressed syllables characterized by the schwa or short i 
sound are very hard to spell by sound. 
6. Any spelling rule, phonetic or orthographical, can be used 
incorrectly as well as correctly. 
7. Some spelling elements are fairly consistent such as word 
positions and the adding of prefixes and suffixes. More 
adequate evidence is needed to realize the value of relating 
sounds to symbols. (E. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 
1978, pp. 19-20) 
Research evidence to support or refute the criticisms leveled at 
phonic instruction is notably lacking. In one report (Jackson cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978), no statistifally significant differences in 
spelling achievement were found between experimental classes receiving 
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extra phonetic instruction and control classes not receiving this instruction. 
It was concluded that the increase in instructional time required by the 
experimental classes was not sufficiently warranted. A review of this study 
(Fitzsirrmons & Loomer, 1978), however, indicates that negative results may 
have been attributable to "inefficient teaching methods" (Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978, p. 21). Additional research that is relevant to phonic 
instruction is cited in Section XVI on the Linguistic Method. 
XV. Spelling Rules 
Spelling rules re fer to any princ i ples which guide the spe lle r t o 
correctly select a grapheme which corresponds to a given phoneme. Spe lli ng 
rules include but are not limited t o phonetic princ ip les. Some rul es gove r n 
such operations as the addition of suff ixes, pluralization, abbreviat i on, 
insertion of apostrophes, util i zation of capital letters and silent "e ' s " 
' 
sequencing of letters within a word, etc. Many rules uti 1 ize i nformati an 
on the f ormal characteristics of words to guide the speller. For examPle, 
the correct spelling of suffixes is governed by what l e t ter the root •ttOrd 
ends in, whether this letter is preceded by a vowel or consonant, the 
number of syllables in the word, which syllable is accented, etc . 
Criteria have been proposed for detennining which s pelling r ul es 
should be taught and whic h should not. Recommendations regarding rules 
for adding prefixes and suffixes were stated as follows: 
A very 1 arge proportion of the words written by adu 1 ts an d 
chil dren contain prefixes and suffi xes added to Eng l is h 
base words. These derived forms tend to be harder t han 
base words, and i n some instances very much harder. It 
seems reasonable to expec t tha t some attention t o t he way 
i n which prefi xes and suffi xes are added to base words 
wou l d improve t he spel li ng of der ived fo nns as well as 
expand t he stude nts ' wr itten voca bu l ary. (Thorn dike cited 
in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978 , p. 19 ) 
The value of teaching r ul es, princi pal ly relatin g t o th e addition of 
suffixes , has been suppo r ted by t he literature (Arc her; Fitzger a ld ; Foran ; 
Ki ng; Sa rtori us cited i n Fi tzs immon s & Loomer , 1978). 
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Criteria have been pr oposed r egarding whethe r or not a phon e tic rul e 
shoul d be taught ; stipul a tions r equire that the "rule can be easily taught, 
that it wi ll be remembered , and that it wi"ll function in the stress of ac tual 
spe lling" (E. Ho r n c i ted in Fitzsimmons & Loome r, 1978, P - 19) . 
- _.. • ...,..o:zcc::::r;cw:;tJ 
A comprehensive list of standards governing rule use were enumerated 
as follows: 
l. Only a few rules should be taught. Those taught should have 
no or few exceptions . 
2. Some rules should be taught, for children will generalize 
what they have learned and such generalizing should be 
directed as far as the spelling of English words permit. 
3. Only one rule should be taught at a time. 
4. A rule should be taught only when there is need of it. 
5. The teaching of the rules should be integrated with the 
arrangements or grouping of the words in the textbook. 
6. Rules should be taught inductively rather than deductively. 
7. There should be ample reviews of the rules both in the grades 
in which they have been learned and in the following grades. 
8. Tests of knowledge of the rule should insist not so much upon 
logical precision as on comprehension and ability to use the 
rule. (Foran cited in Allred, 1977, pp. 26-27) 
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A more recent summary statement specify ing guidelines for rule selection 
and use follows: 
Knowing a given rule may furnish a child with a clue to how a 
word is spelled, but because of the complexity of the language 
and the many exceptions to most rules, a compromise must be 
made between learning enough rules to give a system for 
spelling and learning so many rules that they become a burden. 
Rules cannot be considered a central approach to the spelling 
f! M dtJQ:&WSfiQjJifi! 
problem, but if they are approached reasonbly and derived 
inductively, they are helpful to many learners. (Blake & 
Emans cited in Allred, 1977, p. 27) 
The following is a set of rules, most of which can be emploY~d with 
few exceptions in a manner compatible with the latter guidelines: 
1. Some rules governing the addition of suffixes and 
inflected endings are: 
a. Words ending in silent e drop the e when adding 
a suffix or ending beginning with a vowel and 
keep the e when adding a suffix or ending 




b. When a root word ends in y preceded by a 
consonant, they is changed to i in adding 
suffixes and endings unless the ending or suffix 










c. When a root word ends in y preceded by a vowel 
the root word is not changed when adding 
suffixes or endings. 
play monkey 
playful monkeys 
d. When a one-syllable word ends in a consonant 
with one vowel before it, the consonant is 
doubled before adding a suffix or ending 




e. In words of more than one syllable, the final 
consonant i s doub 1 ed before adding a suffi x or 
ending if: (1) the last syllable is accented, 
' 
(2) the last syllable ends in a consonant with 
one vowel before it, and (3) the suffi x or ending 
begins with a vowel. 
begin admit 
beginning admittance 
2. The letter q is always followed by u in common English words. 
queen 




4. Proper nouns and most adjectives formed from proper 
nouns should begin with capital letters. 
America American 
5. Most abbreviations end with a period. 
etc. Nov. 
6. The apostrophe is used to show the omission of letters 
in contractions. 
don 1 t haven 1 t 
7. The apostrophe is used to indicate the possessive form 
of nouns but not pronouns. 
boy 1 s its 
dog 1 S theirs 
8. When adding s to words to form plurals or to change the 
tense of verbs, es must be added to words endi ng with t he 





9. When s is added to words ending in a si ngle f, th e f is changed 





10. When ei or ie are to be used, i usually comes before e except 
after c or when sounded l ike a. (Note these excepti ons: 
l eisure, ne ither, seize, and wei rd. ) 
believe 
rel i eve 
neig hbor 
we ig h 
(Read , Allred & Bai rd cited in Al l re d, 1977 , pp . 27 -28 ) 
,. 1'1'1 I 
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The research literature reveals studies which fail to support 
instruction in spelling rules as well as studies which support the 
practice. The relative efficacy of spelling instruction involving direct 
drill without rule training versus spelling instruction with rule training 
was directly assessed (Turner cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). 
Results with two matched groups of 16 students favored the direct drill 
instruction. 
Other researchers have investigated the extent to which rules are 
actually utilized by students. In a group of 20 pupils, 2 offered na 
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rules, 4 offered 48 rules, and the remaining 14 pupils offered numbers of 
rules between these upper and lower limits (Sartorius cited in Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978). With college and high school students who had previously 
learned seven spelling rules, only one of these rules was found valuable; 
it stated, for "words ending in ie, such as lie, change the ie toy · before 
adding the suffix ing" (Cook cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p- 20). 
Additional studies have brought into question the ability of students 
to correctly apply rules. Fifth- and seventh-grade students misapp 1 ied 
rule generalizations from one type of word to others (Archer cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). Unsatisfactory results were obtained in another 
study involving only a small number of rules. Doubt was cast on the 
feasibility of instruction in the large number of rules required for 
comprehensive spelling proficiency (King cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). 
Following a study of generalization in spelling, caution was cal l ed for 
regarding rule instruction until experimental evidence supporting the pract i ce 
was forthcoming (Sartor iu s cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978 ). 
The superiority of spelling instruction employing rules over drill 
learning was demonstrated in two related studies (Watson cited in 
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Fitzsirrmons & Loomer, 1978). In the first study, performances of indiv; dual 
high school students receiving alternate treatments were compared; in the 
second study group, comparisons of two different high school classes were 
employed. 
Statistically significant results were obtained favoring instruction 
in one spelling rule (Archer cited in Fitzsirrrnons & Loomer, 1978). The 
rule had wide applicability and instruction utilized both inductive and 
deductive procedures. The importance of bath prudent rule se 1 ecti on and 
effective teaching methodology was highlighted as follows: 
We must recognize that the question as to how a 
rule is taught is just as important as what is taught. 
We must develop the rule in a psychological manner and 
teach it in a way that will function in the words to be 
spelled. (Archer cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, 
p. 21 ) 
Intelligence of students, like teaching met hodology, has been -isolated 
as a variable which might partially explain the conflicting results obtained 
in spelling rule studies. Superior phonetic generalization skill was 
invoked to explain the fewer errors made in rule application by bright 
£1 aaw"" 5 r tm'l 
children relative to dull children (Carro ll cited in Fitz s immons & Loomer, 1978). 
The helpful and short-cut nature of common spelling rules has been 
contended (Lester cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978) . To summarize, 
however, the bulk of evidence currentl y supports a very limited use of spelling 
rules in instructional programs . 
----------------------~ 
XVI. Linguistic Method 
The traditional spelling instruction process is characterized by 
rote learning with minimal reliance on rules. (cf Allred, 1977; 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978) The linguistic approach represents a 
radical departure from the traditional approach; through the former, the 
student is taught to employ (1) phoneme-grapheme correspondences, (2) 
morphological and contextual cues, and (3) word borrowing principles as 
guides to correct spelling (Hanna, Hodges, & Hanna, 1971). The preceding 
linguistic terms are illustrated in the text below. 
Phoneme-grapheme correspondences refer to the sound-letter 
relationships in words previously described in sextion XIV: Phonic 
Instruction. To reiterate, the sound /f/ may be spelled f in farm, ph in 
sQhere, ff in off and gh in cou~. The probability that a given phoneme 
(e.g. /f/) is spelled with a given grapheme (e.g. f, ph, ff, and gh) can be 
better predicted at times by determining (1) the position of the phoneme 
in the word (i.e. at the beginning, middle, or end of a given syllable), 
and (2) whether or not the syllable the phoneme appears in is accented 
(stressed) or unaccented (unstressed). 
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Morphology is the study of the 11 Word-building 11 properties of a language. 
Through utilization of morphological cues, the probability of spelling certain 
types of words correctly should increase above the level achieved through 
phoneme-grapheme analyses alone. For example, morphological analyses enhance 
simple phoneme-grapheme prediction of correct spelling for both (1) compound 
words (e .g. plaground becomes playground) and (2) v1ords composed of affi xes 
and roots (e.g. adress becomes address ) (Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 1971 ) . 
Contextual cues are found in the words which precede and follow a 
word to be spelled; they determine which spelling of a homonym is to be 
employed (e.g. bare or bear; peer or pier; aisle, isle, or 11 11; etc.). 
Through knowledge of word-borrowing principles, the probability of 
correctly spelling words borrowed from other languages should increase 
above phoneme-grapheme analysis levels. For example, a phoneme-grapheme 
analysis alone would lead to an incorrect spelling of the word 11 mosquito 11 
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as 11 mousketo 11 if the speller were to employ English phoneme-grapheme rules. 
Since mosquito is derived from Spanish, different phoneme-grapheme rules must 
be utilized since lender languages are characterized by some phoneme-
grapheme correspondences that differ from those found in English. Borrowed 
words may retain their original spellings to a greater or lesser extent; 
thus knowledge of word-borrowing principles is vital if their correct 
spellings are to be accurately predicted. 
The most detailed of basic research associated with linguistic 
generalizations has eminated from Stanford University (Hanna & Moore; 
Hanna and others cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). The Stanford group 1 s 
basic position is summarized as follows: 
The American-English orthography [system of spelling] i s an 
alphabetically based orthography, i.e. it employs graphic 
symbols to represent the speech sounds, the phonemes, of 
language. And although our orthography does not perfectly 
conform to the alphabetic principle that one and only one 
graphic symbol shall represent each phoneme, there is a ore 
consistent relationship between sounds and letter representa-
tions th an has traditionally been thought. (Hanna, Hodg es & 
Hanna, 1971, p. 97) 
---
A 1953 study by the Stanford group (Hanna & Moore cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978) was designed to investigate the consistency 
of phoneme-grapheme ~orrespondences in a 3,000 word elementary school 
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child 1 S spelling voc.abular; . . A high degree of consistency was reported with 
one finding indicating that four-fifths· of the vocabulary 1 s phonemes were 
represented by a regular spelling. This study has been used to support a 
linguistic approach to instruction where spelling rules are taught for 
representing phonemes 't~ith given graphemes. Significant criticism has 
been leveled at this early Stanford research (E. Horn; Petty cited in 
Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978) in response to the interpretations that 't~ere 
extracted from the results. 
In a landmark 1964 study known as Project 1991 (Hanna & others cited 
in Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 1971), the phone!Tle-grapheme correspondences of 
17,000-plus words (a core vocabulary compri sed of most words employed by 
educated speakers and 't~riters) were analyzed. The percentage of times 
given graphemes were found to represent a given phoneme in th ese •~Jords 
were calculated (a ) without considering phoneme word position and syllab!e 
stress information, (b) considering p·honeme position infonnation alone, and 
(c) considering phoneme pos ition and syllable stress infonnation tog e-.:her . 
• 
Conclusions from the study were capsulized as follows: 
The Stanford study .. . pointed up the basi ca 11 y a 1 phabeti c 
nature of American-English spelling. It showed that, 
contrary to traditional viewpoints, the orthography i s far 
from erratic. It is based upon relationships bet~een 
phonemes and graohemes- relationships that are sometimes 
d '"o tha-L· complex in nature but which, wh en clarified, e!Tlons tra -
American-English orthography, like that of other 
languages, is largely systematic. (Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 
1971, p. 83) 
In a second phase of Project 1991, an algorithm or set of spelling 
rules was derived from the findings of phase one of the study. A 
computer was programmed to spell the 17,000 words previously analyzed. The 
algorithm reflected information garnered on (1) simple phoneme-grapheme 
relationships, (2) the effect of position of a phoneme in a syllable, 
(3) the effect of syllabic stress upon .selection of graphemic options, 
and (4) variables termed "internal constraints" which included the effects 
of a particular phoneme following another in a word. The computer spelled 
49.8% of the words correctly, 37.2% with only one error, 11.4% with two 
errors, and 2.3% with three or more errors. The researchers concluded, 
"Even a limited knowledge of the phonological [relating to the study of 
speech sounds] relationships between sounds and the letters of the ortho-
graphy can provide the power to spell literally thousands of words" 
(Hodges & Rudorf cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 22). In addition, 
"Undoubtedly, with refinement of the algorithm [through consideration of 
morphological, 1vord-borrowing, and contextual information], a second r un 
through the computer would have resulted in an even greater percentage of 
correctly spelled words" (Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 1971, p. 94). Corrmenting 
on implications of Project 1991 for spelling programs, the researchers 
indicated the followi ng: 
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Such principles reflected in the algorithm along with 
further refinements, could become a part of the pupil's 
spelling repertoire and be applied in spelling words he 
could pronounce but whose spellings may be unfamiliar. 
Reinforced by good habits of proofreading, his 
functional awareness of the alphabetic nature of our 
writing system could free him from rote memorization of 
each word. (Hanna, Hodges & Hanna, 1971, p. 97) 
7o 
Word selection and gradation strategies based on linguistic principles 
have resulted from Project 1991. The latter study has been criticized as 
was its 1953 predecessor: 
Any rush to immediately translate the findings of the 
Stanford Study into textbook form would seem premature. 
There have been no data reported as yet which would 
provide answers to such questions as: 
(1) which phonological generalizations have the 
greatest potential value for students learning to 
s pe 11 ; 
(2) which generalizations should be taught and which would 
be left to the student to discover; 
(3) which generalizations are likely to be misapplied; 
(4) to what extent can students establish generalizati ons 
intuitively (and may yet be unable to state them ) and 
successfully apply them in writing. 
WtWW jf 
--------------------·· 
Research attention should now be directed to obtaining 
answers to the above questions. Some beginnings have 
been made. In addition, further analyses of the data 
are needed by linguistic specialists. (T. Horn cited 
in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 22) 
>« 
Selection and gradation of words based on linguistic principles 
may displace considerations based on child and adult writing needs. 
* ur· rWM'twQ"?'Ii 
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Caution regarding the repercussions of basing spelling programs on linguistic 
considerations has been voiced: "No evidence has been reported concerning 
the effectiveness in actual classrooms of word selection based on linguistic 
principles" (T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 23). Another 
reviewer surmised the following: · 
The results of this [the Stanford studies] and related 
research on the structure of the language have caused 
several authors and publishers to assume that if the 
findings are applied to spelling programs and instruction, 
students will learn to spell better than they have from 
previously used programs. Though this poss i bility exists, 
a thorough review of the literature reveals a need for 
extensive research on the subject as it relates to 
student growth in spelling ability .... Educators have 
done what they are often accused of doing: adopting 
practices before t hei r effectiveness has been estab li shed 
through adequate testing .... Some sounds occur with so 
many varied spel l ings that attempt i ng to apply gene ral-
ized statements to them is more confus i ng than hel pful . 




Despite critical heralding of linguistically-based programs, 
the linguistic approach in addition to individualized instruction, have 
been acknowledged as the two forces that have exerted the "greatest 
impact on spelling programs and practices during the past decade" 
(Allred, 1977, p. 29). 
XVI I. Workbooks 
The content of workbooks reflects the content of contemporary 
spelling programs. Spelling programs generally dichotomize into two 
types: (1) traditional and (2) linguistic. Traditional programs employ 
lists of words used frequently in student writing. Learning occurs through 
the student developing a visual image of the word (seeing it covertly) and 
an aural image of the word (hearing it covertly) and employing a systematic 
method of study such as one described in Section VIII: Systematic Study 
Method. 
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Linguistic programs emphasize use of phonics and phonetic principles. 
Words may be grouped together for study in phonemic families (e.g. words 
where the /f / phoneme is represented by the "ph" grapheme such as cough, 
rough, tough, etc.; words where the jabal; phoneme is represented by the 
"able" grapheme such as agreeable, laughable, laudable, etc. ) . Words i 11 us-
trating accurate phoneme-grapheme correspondences are highlighted. 
Traditional and linguistic programs will, however, share features 
such as pretesting, self correction of test, systematic word study, etc. 
Wide variability exists in the features offered by various workbook 





1. Method presenting words. 
2. Procedures suggested for word study. 
3. Emphasis on phonics. 
4. Relationship of spelling to reading and handwriting. 
5. Use of rules for spelling. 
6. Selection of words to be learned. 
7. Grading of words (level or grade). 
8. Indication of word difficulty. 
9. Placement or grouping of words for instruction. 
10. Method of showing spelling growth. 
11. Procedures for diagnosing spelling deficiencies. 
12. Standardized norms for evaluation. 
13. Sensory modes employed (visual, oral, aural, haptic, or kinesthetic ) . 
(Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, p. 57) 
Variability in workbooks has been attributed largely to publishers 
being remiss in requiring that programs reflect research-supported practices 
(Fitz simmons & Loomer, 1978). A recommendat ion has been forwarded that 
workbooks not be employed precisely as designated, to insure that students 
derive optimal benefit from them (Loomer, 1978). 
XVIII. Role of Learning 
The role of learning in spelling instruction refers to variables 
which facilitate spelling sk ill acquisition and maintenan ce . One such 
variable is the poi nt during which a given word is to be introduced for 
instruction in a program ; three guidelines for choos i ng such a point have 
emerged: (1) utility of the word for the child, (2) the difficulty level of 
a word where more difficult words are deferred for later introduct i ons, 
---
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and (3) the phonetic difficulty of a word due to the nature of its 
phoneme-grapheme correspondences (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). Word 
difficulties have been catalogued by age or grade levels in The New Iowa 
Spelling Scale (Greene, 1954) and the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
(Lindquist, Hieronymus & others, 1975). 
Once spelling words have been sequenced in a program, spelling 
instruction can function to promote either (1) growth of spell ing ability 
or (2) maintenance of spelling ability. Growth goals tend to be 
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neglected in favor of maintenance goals. A prudent balance of instruction 
for spelling growth and maintenance should result in performance in creases 
on standardized tests. Two suggestions have been presented to improve 
spelling instruction (Fitzsirrrnons & Loomer, 1978): ( l) students should 
maintain an ongoing log of words which they tend to misspell as an aid to 
spelling growth and (2) programs should contain provi sian for periodic 
reviews of words of known difficulty (as assessed through inventory or 
standardized tests or through consultation with The New Iowa Spelling Scale) 
to promote maintenance goals. 
The following teaching practices have been supported by the research 
and underscore the role of learning in spelling instruction. 
1. Utilize words that are frequently needed by pupils, thus 
providing a needed stimulus. 
2. Provide proper visual and oral opportunities to see and hear 
the word. 
3. Immediate reinforcement of the word through se 1f correcting is 
essential. 
4. Provide systematic reinforcement of the '"'ord; preferabl y in 
many different situations. 
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5. In addition, provide meaningful opportunities for 
systematic recall of the word. Mainly through 
periodic assessment and fun ctional writing. 
6. Accurate spelling ability is most likely the result of 
"overlearning" which fixes the word image in the pupi 1 1 5 
mind. (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978, pp. 56-57). 
XIX. Motivation to Learn 
Motivation to learn refers to the types of incentives offered to 
students to stimulate growth and maintenance of spell "ing ability. Numerous 
studies support the use of intrinsic incentives for 1 earning to spell 
(e.g. positive attitudes and interest) over extrinsic incentives (e. g. 
7s 
school grades and competition) (Columba; Oiserns & Vaughn; Forlano; E. Horn; 
D. Russell; Sand; Thorndike cited in Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). The 
following fa ctors have been cited as important for the maintenance of posi-
tive student attitudes: 
1. The teacher 1 s positive attitude toward spelling. 
2. Spelling 1 s being properly emphasized in the total curriculum. 
3. Specific standards for proofreading, neatness, and spelling 
application. 
4. Spelling kept in proper perspective in the total composit-ion 
program, especially in the creative writing experiences. 
5. Provision made for daily spelling instruction. (Loomer, 1978, P- 20) 
XX. Spelling Games and Devices 
Spelling games refer to activities such as spelling bees and special 
devices refer to instruments such as sma 11 computers on which chi 1 d ren can 
enter word spellings and receive feedback on correctness. Research has 
______________________ _. ...... 
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indicated that students may derive benefit from some of these activities 
and instruments (Fitzgerald; E. Horn; T. Horn cited in Fitzsimmons & 
Loomer, 1978). Their role in a spelling program, however, has been rele-
gated to that of a stimulator of student interest (Loomer, 1978). Games 
and devices should serve in an adjunctive and not a preemptive capacity 
in systematic instruction (Loomer, 1978). In addition, it has been rec-
orrunended that adjunctive instructional modalities "should be meaningful 
[whereas] too often they are not" (Loomer, 1978, p. 13). 
XXI. Testing 
Comprehensive testing programs to assess spelling achievement have 
been recommended (Fitzsimmons & Loomer, 1978). Teacher made, inventory, 
and standardized tests should all be utilized along with class-, school-, 
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and system-wide norms. Normative results are useful in specifying objectives 
for student achievement. A comprehensive, well-designed program will 
enable assessment of both spelling ability maintenance and growth. Measures 
should be taken to insure proper testing. 
Inventory tests ought to be designed for administration during the 
first or second week of each semester and at the end of the school year. 
They are to consist of roughly 50 words and be constructed at each different 
grade or spelling level. Words are to be systematically sampled from 
spelling vocabularies targetted for instruction during a given semester. 
Inventory tests will function to allow (1) assessment of student growth, 
(2) motivation of spelling achievement through accurate record keep ing 
and performance feedback to students, and (3) placement of students in high-
or low-achiever programs. Individual -, class-, and district-wide school 
norms are suggested for inventory tests. 
thf¥@'21 
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Standardized spelling tests may not be designed to assess the 
spelling skills which a given school's program emphasizes. Thus 
standardized tests, unlike inventory tests, may not be well-suited to 
assess gains made in a given spelling program; they will, however , yield 
useful information on student performance relative to the population on 
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APPENDIX B 
WORD LISTS, WORD DIFFICULTY LEVELS, 






WORD LISTS, WORD DIFFICULTY LEVELS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL WEEKS 
Less difficulty words for Subjects l and 2: More di ffi cult words ror Subjects 3 and 4. 
Set A Difficulty Week Set A Difficulty Week 
l. entertained 73 25 l. embroi dery 34 25 2. confined 77 26 2. wretched 25 20 3. includes 79 26 3. percei ve 28 26 4. scream 72 26 4. possess 31 17 5. climbing 76 25 5. inconvenienced 21 ll 6. manufacturing 75 26 6. occasionally 32 22 7. slipped 72 26 7. ac cornmoda te 24 25 8. methods 71 26 8. enthusiasm 15 20 
Set B Set B 
l. sane 76 25 l. endeavor 24 21 2. constant 73 25 2. apology 26 21 3. operating 71 26 3. parliament 16 17 
4. soul 82 26 4. analysis 22 26 
5. features 72 26 5. competent 32 25 
6. continued 77 26 6. undoubtedly 25 14 
7. desired 72 25 7. consequentl y 34 27 
8. speaks 75 25 8. memorandum 30 27 
Set C Set C 
l . adopt 74 25 l. approxi mately 21 20 
2. exact 78 25 2. adequate 22 26 
3. disgrace 71 26 3. attorneys 30 27 
4. deduction 77 26 4. cylinder 25 24 
5. regarding 73 25 5. wrought 34 20 
6. loss 76 25 6. aisles 24 26 
7. entirely 70 26 7. distinguished 32 26 
8. cousins 73 25 8. peril 27 26 
Set D Set D 
l. 70 25 l. descend 29 23 sea rce 25 2. beautiful 72 26 2. inevitable 24 
3. limited 80 25 3. affidavit 15 26 
• 4. affair 78 26 4. recommendation 32 27 
5. linen 73 26 5. equipped 24 20 
crawl 74 26 6. desirous 26 21 6. 23 26 7. swept 72 26 7. affectionately 27 8. striking 75 26 8. deem 33 
Set E Set E 
25 l. efficient 25 21 l. polar 71 18 20 2. contents 72 25 2. epistle 31 24 3. tardy 72 25 3. crisis 34 21 4. situation 78 25 4. commit tees 25 . 27 5. remainder 73 26 5. continuous 23 25 6. threw 75 26 6. indefinite 24 24 7. hospital 76 25 7. representatives 23 8. acknowledging 32 8. notices 78 25 
- :::c::::a;;;;;as 
APPENDIX C 
LEVELING TEST WORDS, THEIR DIFFICULTY RANKINGS 
AND LEVELS, THEIR \~ORO NUMB ERS, AND SPECIFICA.TI ON 
OF WHICH \>lORDS WERE SPELLED CORRECTLY BY EACH SUBJECT 
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APPENDIX C 
LEVELING TEST WORDS, THEIR DIFFI CU LTY RANK!NGS AND LEV ELS , THEIR WORD NUMBERS, AND SPECIFICATION OF 
WHICH WORDS WERE SPE LLE D CORRECTL Y BY EACH SUBJECT 
Rank No. a Word Diffi cu ltyb 51 52 S3 S4 Rank No. a Word Diffi cu 1 ty b Sl 52 53 54 
----
----
1 3 seasons 91 X X 31 27 nickel 59 X 
2 60 dollars 89 X X 32 5 typewriter 58 X X 
3 29 friendship 88 X X X 33 34 instructor 58 
4 18 education 88 X 34 30 econ omic 57 X 
5 50 excuse 87 X X X 35 4 ca lendar 56 X 
6 1 nineteen 87 X X X X 36 43 quantity 55 X 
7 28 January 83 X X X 37 48 character 55 
8 26 modern 82 X X 38 55 grammar 55 
9 53 mayor 81 X X 39 16 ninety 53 X X 
10 6 fourth 80 X 40 1 3 disappointed 52 X X 
11 9 materia l s 79 X X 41 35 extension 49 X 
12 54 thoughts 79 X 42 56 fifteenth 49 X X 
13 52 cous in 78 X 43 41 referring 48 
14 10 honesty 76 X 44 45 niece 47 X 
15 2 enc l os in g 75 X 45 4 a 11 right 41 
16 22 expensive 74 X X 46 32 gra titude 40 
17 47 families 74 X X 47 38 recognition 40 
18 40 machines 73 X 48 21 conuni tted 37 X 
19 58 curta in s 71 X 49 59 sepa ra te ly 37 
20 17 twenty-five 70 X X 50 51 courteo us 34 
21 39 neighborhood 70 X 51 37 eligible 31 
22 20 sandwic hes 69 X 52 15 recoiTlllen d 30 
23 7 de s i rable 68 X X 53 44 occurred 28 
24 49 generous 67 54 57 unnecessary 25 
25 31 employment 65 X X 55 19 privilege 22 
26 ll accepted 65 56 33 pageant 19 
27 24 surround 64 X X 57 46 co unsel 17 
28 36 coll eges 64 58 25 discipline 14 
29 8 treasurer 63 X 59 12 indefinitely 10 
30 42 t emperatu re 61 60 23 accon~no dati on 10 
Note. An X indicates that a given word was spe lled correct ly by the subject on the leveling pretest. 
aWard numbers spec ify the order in whi ch words we re presented during admini stration of the leveling pretest. 
bDifficulty l evel s indicate thE percentage of eighth-graders spe lli ng a given word cor rectly as specified in the 
OJ New Iowa Spe lling Seal~ (Green~ . 1954 ). w 
APPENDIX D 
PREBASELINE STUDENT ORIENTATION TO THE SPELLING STUDY 
APPENDIX D 
PREBASELINE STUDENT ORIENTATION TO THE SPELLING STUDY 
~oday is the fi~st day of our spelling study . The purpose of this 
study 1s to see how d1fferent ways of teaching spelling can help you 
to le~rn you~ wo~ds. For t~e next month, we will work on spelling, 
the f1rst th1ng 1n th~ morn1ng until reading time. Every day you will 
take four short spelllng tests. Each test will have eight words on it. 
These words were especially picked to be hard for you. If they were 
too easy there would be no room for learning. Once you learn the 
words, they won't seem hard anymore. Remember to try your best 
on the tests. This week, you will take the tests but you won't find 
out how you do on them. And you won 't get a chance to study the words 
you get wrong either. Sometime next week you will get a chance to find 
out your score on the tests and study the words that you get wrong. A 
tape recording of what goes on during the study is being made in case 
we need to check on how a certain lesson went, later on. I will now 
say something that is very important. The spelling words that you will 
learn are only to be studied here in class and not outside of class. 
So the spelling words you will learn are only to be studied where 
(WAIT FOR A GROUP RESPONSE)? That's right. Remember to study the words 
on l y here i n c 1 ass . 
I am now going to pass out the papers that you will take the 
four tests on (PASS OUT PAPERS). Notice the dotted line toward the 
top of the paper. You don't need to write anything in there. That 
section will always be filled out before you get your paper. It will 
have information in it like your name, which test you are taking, the 
day, and the date. You will be writing in the middle column of the page 
next to the numbers 1 through 8 (POINT TO SECTION) - right under 
where it says "Print all spelling words". You are to print rather 
than write so it will be easier to read your papers. Print clearly 
and dot your i's and cross t's so they don't look like e's or l ' s. 
Only start words with a capital letter if the word takes a capital 
letter. All tests are to be written in penci 1. Does everybody have 
a pencil today? (FURNISH PENCILS IF NECESSARY.) I will give two sets 
of words for each test - one set for Michelle and Theresa - the other set 
for Tammy and Shawn . Today I will start with Michelle and Theresa's 
words. After your test is finished, turn your papers over unt1l 1t 
is your turn to be tested again. I will say the number of the word, 
use the word in a sentence and repeat the word again. But I won't be 
giving you any other information about the word - like. its meaning -
during the tests. Remember, try your best. Any quest1ons? 
Michelle and Theresa, these are your words (ADMINISTER TESTS IN 
ORDER A-B-D-C; a 1 ternate bet1~een easy and hard lists). Does everyone 
have a sharp pencil? (HAVE PENCILS SHARPENED BEFORE STARTING TESTING. ) 
• zwztll 
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SPELLING TEST FORM 
SPELLING TEST 
WORD SET: A B C D 
______ Michelle ______ Tammy 
Teresa Shawn 
PHASE: 2 4 
_ORIGINAL _COPy 
GHADE 
DAY: M Tu W Th F 
DATE: _.L___L_--
--------------- f.LlA~E_DQ !!OI. ~RFI ABQVI _lH_lS_LlNf-----
DIRECTIONS: Print all spel li ng words. CORRECTIONS 
1. 1. 
2. 2. 
3. 3 . 




8 . 8. 




SENTENCES Er~PLOYED DURING TEST 
ADMI NIST RATIONS ~lHICH CONTAIN SPELLING WORDS 
SENTENCES EMPLOYED DURING TEST ADMINISTRATIONS WHICH CONTAIN SPE LLING WORDS 










The hostess entertained her guests . 
The prisoner was confined to his cell . 
The car salesman sa id, "The price includes air con dit.ion ing." 
The actor's piercing scream sent shivers down the audience ' s spine. 
The tomboy was very good at cl1mbinq trees. 
Detroit is known for its 
The patient suffers from 
Through what methods are 
auto manufacturing . 
a ~disc. 
they- Tearning multiplication? 
1. Was the prisone r sane at the time she colllllitted the crime? 
2. Mr. Jones was under constant pressure at work . 
3. The surgeon was operat1ng on the patient. 
4. The piano player put her heart and soul into her perfonnances. 
5. You get more for you r money when you see double-features at the movies. 
6. The T.V. show was to be continued the next week. 
7. The house was located in a much desired neighborhood. 
8. Do yo u think he speaks with a foreign accent? 
Set C 
1. The parents wanted to adopt a child. 
2. The machine acceoted exact change only . 
3. The oldest son was a dTScjrace to the family. 
4. The money she gave to charity was claimed as a tax deduction. 
5. The· lawyer wrote a letter regarding his case. 
6. The businessman suffered a gre at loss i n the stock market. 
7. The accident was not entirely her fault. 
8. The cousins were as close to each other as brothers . 
Set D 
l. Gasoline wi 11 eventually become a very scarce resource. 
2 . The sky looks so beautiful at sunset. 
3. The workaholic wa s"fiiiilte-d only by the nu111ber of hours in the day. 
4. Don't get involved Ti1Tfils matter - it's r;~y affair. 
5. The housewive stored her towels in the linen closet. 
6. One must crawl before he walks. --
7. The young(jlfl was swept off of her feet by tne charming la d. 
8. The daughter bears a s triking resemblance to her mother. 
Se t E 
1. Polar bears can live in co ld climates. 
2. The contents of the food are listed on the la bel. 
3. If you are tardy for sc110o l, you will miss pu t of you r claS>. 
4. The si tuation was qu1te unbearable. . 
5. The people wondered whether it would snow dunng the remainder of winter . 
6. The pitcher threw the fastball. 
7. She was so slcKfhat she had to be placed in the hospi ta 1. 
8 . The girl cornplained, "Nobody ever otices me." 
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SENTENCES EMPLOYED DURING TEST ADMINI STRATIONS WHICH CONTAIN S PELLING WORDS 


















The seamstress has a talent for sewing embroidery. 
The wretched old woman was so heartbroken she attempted suic ide. 
Apparently, the debaters do not perceive the situation the same way . 
Do you polsess a t alent for playing the piano ? 
The trave ers were in convenienced by the late airplane departure . 
Mr . Brown occasionally fel t d1ssatisfied with his work. 
After a few minutes, your eyes will acco!11l1odate to the darkness. 
The choir sang with ent husiasm. 
Set B 
If I succeed in this final endeavor, my lifelong wish will be fulfilled. 
His ~ was de 1 i vere d through a bouquet of roses. 
The pdTTlalilent was given responsibility for developing the laws of the land. 
The analys1 s revealed traces of radioact ivity in che atmosphere . 
The defendant was com ecent to stand trial. 
She is undoubtedly a br1 iant scientist. 
And consequently, he was able to win the Nobel peace award_ 
The secretary typed a memorandum and placed it in Mr . Jones • box . 
Set C 
l. The fossil was dat ed as approximately one mil lion yea rs ol d. 
2. The secretary's typing skills were adequate for her job. 
3. The man looked under "a ttorneys " in the yellow pages to find himself a lawyer. 
4 . The piston moves up and down in the cylinder . 
5. The girl got so wrouqh7 up •,;hen she thought that she lost her key. 
6. The performers danced 1n the ai sles before ma rch ing onto the stage. 
7. The disti nguished - looking gentleman wore a t weed suit. 
8. The advent urer's life was a success i on of one peril followed by another. 
Set D 
l. It is easier to climb up this mo untain than it is to descend it. 
2. The inventor thought it inevitable that he would be r ich on e day. 
3. The witness signed the affidavit and submitted it to the jud ge . 
4. The clerk asked hi s boss for a letter of re conruendation. 
5. The city was well equipped for snow removal ope,·at i ons. 
6. She was de si rous of oeing d movie star. 
7. She ended the letter to her f r iend, "Affectionately yours, Joanne." 
8. I deem chis act as a violation of my rights. 
Set E 
1. The filter was very efficient at removing impurities from the •11ater. 
2. She opened the envelope and read the fancy epistle announci n g her girlfriend's 
wedding . 
3. To prevent a crisis, the people were evacuated from the area of the suspected 
gas leak. 
4. Col11l1ittee s were appointed to 1nvest1gate an 1ncrease 1n crime. 
5. Con tinuous pressu re at wo rk gave the supervisor a headache. . 
6. The factory wor ker was laid off for an indefini te pe riod of t1me. 
7. The union representati ve fought for highe r salaries. . 
8. The air traffic controlle r radioed back to the plane , "'tie are acknowledg1ng 
receipt of your message." 
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COU NT ERBALANCI IG ORDERS 
COUNTERBALANCING ORDERS 
Session Word Set Order Difficulty Level Order a 
1 ABDC EH 
2 BACD HE 
3 DBCA EH 
4 BACD HE 
5 CABO EH 
6 BOCA HE 
7 ABDC EH 
8 DACB HE 
9 BCAD EH 
10 CDBA HE 
11 ABDC EH 
12 DACB HE 
13 BCAD EH 
14 CDBA HE 
15 ABDC EH 
16 DACB HE 
1 7 BCAD EH 
18 CDBA HE 
19 ABDC EH 
20 DACB HE 
21 BCAD EH 
22 CDBA HE 
23 ABDC EH 
24 DACB HE 
25 BCAD EH 
a E refers to the easier word sets administered to Subjects 1 and 2; 
H refers to the harder word sets admi nis t ered to Subjects 3 and 4. 
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APPENDIX H 
VERBAL PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SPELLING QUESTIONS 
1. ~hich procedure did you prefer? 
I preferred the one: 
a. where Mr. Perry marked my paper and I studied on the yellow 
sheet at my desk 
b. where I marked my own paper and studied on the new study sheet 
c. where I came up to Mr. Perry's desk to study and got praise 
and points 
2. From which procedure did you learn the most? 
I learned the most from the one: 
a. •,o~here ,..,r. Perry marked my paper and I studied on the ye 11 ow 
sheet at my desk 
b. ·.-~here I marked my own paper and studied on the ne\~ study sheet 
c. where I came up to Mr. Perry's desk to study and got praise 
and points 
3. Hhi ch procedure would you use to learn new sets of words? 
I would choose the one: 
a. where Mr . Perry marked my paper and I studied on the yellow 
sheet at my desk 
b. where I marked my own paper and studied on the new study sheet 





BEHAVIORAL PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
S?ELLING I)LIESTI!lN 
For tomorrow, I choose rhe fol lowinq procedure ro learn a new set of 
spe I I i nq wo r ds: 
a. '·1r . Perry arks my paper and I s rudy on the ye I I ow sheer my 
desk 
b. ma r k my wn p3per ~nd ;rudv on the new studv sheet 
c . come o to Mr . Per ry ' s desk to study and qet praise and ooinrs 
•=wzz 
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APPENDI X J 
TREATMENT CHECKLISTS 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CHECKLIST FOR BASELINE 
DAY: M Tu W Th F DATE 
COUNTERBALANCING ORDER: 
(E): Easier level (Michelle and Teresa) 
(H): Harder level (Tammy and Shawn) 
V: Item Applies 
1. Students have sharpened pencils with erasers. 
--
2. Administer * 
--
incorrect counterbalancing (specify: 
_wrong forms (specify: 
___ non-standard testing (specify: 
___papers not turned over 
__ 3. Administer __ + 
I I 
0 PerrY 
0 Blonstei n 
incorrect counterbalancing (specify: _ _____ ) 
_non-standard testing (specify: 
all tests not collected 
4. Administer * 
--
incorrect counterbalancing (speci fy : 
________ ) 
_wrong forms (specify : 
_non-standard testin g (speci fy : 




__ 5. Administer __ ( + 
_incorrect counterbalanc ing (specify: 
_non-standard testing (s pecify: 
_all tests not collected 
__ 6. Administer __ ( 
_ i ncorrect counterbalancing (specify: 
_wrong forms (specify: 
_non- standard ~sting (s pecify: 
___papers not turned over 
__ 7. Administer __ ( ) + 
_incorrect counterba lancing (specify: 
_non-standard testing (specify: 
_all tests not collected 
__ 8. Administer __ ( 
_incorrect counterba la ncing (specify: 
_wrong forms (specify: 
___ non-standard testing (spec ify: 
___papers not tu rned over 
__ 9. Administer __ ( 
_incorrect counterbalancing (specify: 
_non-standard testing (spec i fy : 
all tests not collected 
• 
•Appropriate forms distr i buted to participants , test r ead, students turn 
over their papers 




METHOD I: PROCEDURAL CHECKLIST 
DAY: M Tu W Th F DATE: I I 
PHASE: __ Alternating --~·~ost Effective __ Preference 
RECORDER: __ Perry __ Bl'onstein 
__ 1. Students have sharpened pencils and erasers and independent work nearby. 
__ 2. Start time noted: 
__ 3. Test papers distributed face down; scratch paper on floor . 
__ 4. FIRST DAY ONLY: Say "Some of what I say to you may not be 
clear at first, but I will exp l ain everyth ing to you cl early 
before we are through today." 
5. Tn structions administered correctly. (For this set of words, 
I wi 11 correct those words you have wrong by pl ac i nq an "xu 
by the incorrect spelling and then I will write the correct 
spelling under "correct ions. " After that. I want you to study 
those that you have wrong on your own for five minutes. Try 
your best.) 
__ 6. Administer A ( ) as test 1 2 3 4. 
__ incorrect counterba 1 anci ng (specify: 
__ wrong forms (spec · fy: 
__ non-standard testing (specify: 
_____papers not turned over 




__ incorrect counterba lancing (s pecify: 
__ non-standard testing (specify : 
__ all tests not col ected 
Teacher X's wrong words and •,;r i tes corrections i n pen. 
Tests are returned. 
Instructions admini s"e red correct ly (now study the words yo u 
got wrong on you r own fo r "i ve min utes . Use the sera ten paper 
if you 1 ike. If yo u didn ' c ge e any ·.o~o rds wrong , then st udy che 
words you : ind che hardest. ) 
1-2 
__ 11. Ti •e no ted 
__ 12 . Teacher does not supervise studying. 
_ _ 13 . !nstr•Jqj~os delivered co rrectly 5-minutes folloWing i tem 
10 above Stop you r studying.) 
__ 14. Time noted---'---
15. All tests and scratch paper collected. 
__ 16. End time noted: 
To tal time: 






II - 1 
METHOD II: PROCE DURAL CHECKLIST 
DAY: M Tu 111 Th F 
PHASE: __ Alternating 
RECORDER: __ Perry 
DATE : 
__ Most Effective __ Preference 
__ 8lonstein 
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__ 1. Students have sharpened pencils with erasers and independent •11ork nearby. 
__ 2. Start time noted: 
__ 3. Test papers, 100del lists, study sheets , pens, and 3 X 5 cards 
di str i buted . 
__ 4. Teacher places test papers face down on desk and remaining 
materials face down on floor. 
5. FIRST QAY ON LY: Say "Some of what I say to you may not be 
clear at first, but I will explain everything to you clearly 
before we are through today." 
6. Instruct ions administered correctly. (For this set of words 
you wi 11 correct you r own papers by p 1 acing an "X" by the in-
correct spellings and then you will wr i te the correct spell ings 
under "corrections " . After that, I want you to study only those 
words that you have 'llrong, on you r study sheets us ing the new 
study method fo r five minutes. Try your best . ) 
__ 7. Administer 8 ) as test 2 3 4. 
incorrect counterbalancing (specify: 
__ wrong forms (specify: 
__ non- standard t es ting (specify: 
_____pape rs not turned over 
__ 8. Administer 8 ) as tes t 2 3 4. 
incorrect counterbalancing (specify: 
__ non-standard testing (specify: 
__ 9. Pencils are placed on the floor. 
__ 10. Model lists, study sheets, pens, and 3 X 5 cards are placed 
on the desk. 
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__ 11. FIRST DAY ONLY: Model self-correction process on board 
and deliver relevant instruct ions. 
__ 12. Instructions administered correctly. (Follow each letter 
you've written with your pens. Mark each misspelled word 
with an "X" in the column under the arrow and copy its correct 
spelling off of the model list in the corrections column.) 
__ 13. Administer self-correction for 8 ) . 
). __ 14. Administer self-correction for 8 
__ 15. Teacher double-checks se 1 f-correcti ons of each student, 
circles inaccurate self-corrections ( i.e. incorrect 'liard 
scored as r ight, correct word scored as wrong), ar.d answers 













__ Michelle __ Teresa __ Tamny Shawn 
Instructions administered correctly. (Now write the number 
you got right and the number missed in the spaces on the 
bottoms of your papers. ) 
FIRST DAY ON LY: Model study method use on the boa rd and 
deliver relevant instructions. 
Instructions administered correctly. (Now write only the 
words that you got wrong into the rectangles on your study 
sheets. If you didn ' t get any words wrong, write the words 
you find the hardest in the rectangles. ) 
All test papers and pens are collected and correctness of 
spelling in boxes i s checked. 
Instructions delivered correctly. (Now study the words i n 
you r rectang l es for five minutes us i ng the new study method. 
Keep studying for you r full five-minutes. ) 
Ti me noted: 
Teacher supervises appropriate use of study method by each 
student at their des ks. 
__ Michelle Teresa __ Tarnny Shawn 
Instructions delivered correctly 5-minutes foll owing item 
20 above (Stop your studyi ng. ) 
Ti me noted: 
Study sheets, model •,o~ord 1 ists, and · ndex cards are col ected. 
End time noted: 
Total time : 
III-l 
METHOD I I I: PROCEDURAL CH ECKLIST 
DAY: M Tu \~ TH F Date: I 
PHASE: ___ Alternating ___ Most Effective ___ Pre f erence 
RECORDER: __ Perry 






Students have sha rpened pencils with erasers and indepen dent work nearby. 
Start t ime noted : 
Test papers distributed face down. 
FIRST DAY ONLY: Say "Some of wh at I say to you may not be 
c lear at f1rst but I will explain everything to you clea r ly 
before we are t hrough today." 
Instructions administered correctly. (For this se t of words , 
I w1ll glVe yo u one poi nt fo r each word you spe l l co rrect ly and 
praise you for your good work. I am going to help you lea rn 
those words you misspell by having you lis ten while l say the 
word aloud. Then, I wan t you to pronounce the word correc tl y 
and then say each le tter of the wo rd while you write it. I 
will have you repeat this practice five t imes for each word 
you misspell. Try your best. ) 
___ 6. Administer C ) as test 2 4. 
Incorre~t counterbalancing (spec ify: 
___ wrong forms (speci fy: 
_ __ no n- standa rd testing (specify : 
______papers not turned over 
7. Administe r C as test 
incorrect counterbala ncing (soecify: 
_ __ non-standard testing (specify: ___ ) 
8. All tests collected. 
ll 
9. Students sits down at the teacher's desk (enter order). 
Mi chelle Teresa ___ Tamy Sha•m 
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lli - 2 
t1ichelle Te res a T ammy Shawn 
TIME STUDENT LEAVES DESK: 
TIME STUDENT SITS AT DESK: 
TOTAL TIME AT DESK : 
10. Non-remediating students engage in non - spelling independent 
work. 
11 . 
_ _ 12. 
Correct words are marked with " 
teacher's desk. 
Deliver feed back and ora is e (e.g . 
today. (b) That's very good/very 
ter rific/ what I like to see , etc . 
(wrong). 
" with studen t s at 
(a) You earned __yoints 
nice/ exce I I en t / beauti fu 1/ 
(c) Yo u got (name words) 
__ Michelle __ Teresa __ Tammy __ Shawn 
_____point feedback miss i ng (specify: 
_________________ ). 
_____pra is e mi ssing (s pecify: 
__________________ .) . 
__ wrong words not specified (specify· 
______ ______ ) . 
_____po in ts not entered on teacher's records 
13. Pa raphrase instruct ions correctly . (For this set of words, f 
am going to help you learn those words you misspell by having 
you listen " hile I say and spell t he word aloud . Then, I want 
you to pronounce the word correct ly and then say aloua each 
letter of the word while you wr ite it . I will have you repeat 
this practice five ti mes for each word you misspell . Try your 
best. ) 






__ 14 . Administe r remediation correctly . 
__ 15. 
__ Michelle Teresa __ Tall111y __ Shawn 
__ teacher d1d not say word and spelling (specify: 
_________________ ) . 
__ student did not repeat •11ord (specify: 
__________________ ) . 
student did not write and spe 11 •NOrd correctl y fi ve 
--times (spec ify: ) . 
__ teacher did not say "St udent's" name, that's incorrect; 
it's (e.g. dog, d- o- g) (spec ify: 
__________________ ) . 
teacher doesn't i ndicate correctness of spell i ng (e . g. 
--"co rrect ", "right", "good", "O. K. " , etc. ) 
__ teacher doesn't sy l labify words 
End time noted: 




METHOD IV: PROCEDURAL CHECKLIST 
DAY: M Tu w Th DATE: I 
PHASE: ___ Alternating 
_ ___ Most Effective 
_____ Blonstein 
_____ Preference 
RECORDER: _ _ Perry 
l. 
__ 2. 
_ _ _ 3 . 
_ _ 4. 
Students have sharpened pencils with erasers and independent work nearby. 
Start time noted: 
Test papers distributed face down. 
Instructions administered correctly. (For this set of words 
you will take a test. You won ' t rind out wh1ch words you got 
wrong on this test and you won't study the words that you got 
wrong . Try your best. ) 
___ 5. Administer 0 as test 2 J ~. 
___ incorrect counterbalancing (specify: _______ ) . 
______ w.rong fon11s (specify: _______ .). 
___ .non-standard testin g ( specify: _____ ). 
___ .rapers not turned over 
_____ 6. Administer D ) as test 2 3 4. 
________ ). 
______ incorrect counterba lancin g (s pecify: 
_ _ _ non - standard testing (specify : ________ ) . 
all tests not collected 




01\Y: 11 Tu 
I - 1: REV I SED 




w Th 01\TE: _/ _ _ .L__ 
PHI\SE: ___ 1\lleo·o;ato ng __ Lit,osl Eff~ctivc ___ Prefp,·rnce 
RECORDCR: __ Perry __ Blonstei n 
!. Students have sharpened penci I s a nd c r asers and independent 11orl: m•,,,-t,y. 




Test PJf>Ct'S distnbuted f a c~ drll1n: s c r <Jtth p,,pc, · on f l ou r· . 
FIHST :tr,y Oiil Y: Soy "Sot"<: of 1'11\at say to JOlt '"'1y no l be 
cleat· a t first . bu t 1 ,., ; 11 ~ J(plJin evct·ythin•J to you cle •• rly 
before "e are tho·o uyh toda y " 
TAM.'iY ln~ .. t:.r.J!S..t. in n~ adminiqc,·~u co r rectly . /">.. f nr· tlti, s et of •-:or·<i, . 
I "il l co rrect t l1o se <~o r ·ds you have \vron<J by pl.tci nq ,,1 "X" 
by the i nC<J t'I'CCt ;pcllinq .Jnd IIP.n f \·!111 <~rite tile CO>'f('C'I. 
spell ;n~ rule r "corp:r. ti lirl~." J\f t L· ,- Lhi';t, ! ~rflilt :10u !J ~ Ludy 
thu>e thJL yuu hJve .. ,runq on yuu l' Ul'ir1 for· five IIIII UL~: s . Tty 
your best.) 
_____ 6. i\d11tiniste r 1\ ( ) as t est I 2 ~-
i nCOI'I'eCt COUIItCt'bJlJnCir .g (specify: 
__ __ ,·II'OII(J forms (specify: _____ _ _ ) 
__ non- standa r d t es ting (s oeciiy: 
__ yapers 110 t tut·ned over 
7. 1\drainister A as tes t 2 4. 
i ncor rec t countet·balancin~ (spec i t'y : 
____ non-~tandard tcstin0 (spec 1 iy : 
all test s not collected 
-~8. Teacher X's 1·1rong >~o r·d s and 1·1r i t e s coacc t ions in pen. 
9 . Tes t s a r ~ r~Lurn~u. 
_ _ 9a. Tammy re moves he r ea r plugs. 
__ 10. 
't.Al-.IM.t, 
Instructinns administe r ed cor r ectly ~ow study t he word s you 
'Jill <ll 'OII'I on you.- o•m for five tninu tc-~. Use the sc r atch llJ[>f' r 
if yo u 111-.e. 11 vo 11 ~1 1Jn't rvL .my ,_, ,nJ:; Y niiiJ' , t!L l."Ll ~ rudy l lH· 
w,H·J ~ ;· uu I i Jl,l L h..: !1.1 1 J •·-...l · ) 
« .. i/iii/Qt¥510$ • 
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__ 11. Tine noted 
12. Teacher Joes not supe rv i~e studyin q . 
__ 13. Ipstr,J(\ in Q~ delivered co r rectly 5-m inutes follo1·lin<J item 
10 a~uve (S LOP yGur studying.) 
_ _ 14. Time noted ____ _ 
__ 15. Al l tests Jnd scratch pJpe r collectr.d . 
16. End t ime noted: 






II-l: REVI SED 
i'ICT>!Oil If: PHOC: ! ll :r.,~L OI[CI:LlST 
--- - --MICHEUr 1\ND- "51-fA\Jlf -- --- --
DAY: 11 Tu W Th 01\J[: __ / -- !__ ---
PHASE: __ Alternating 
_x_l1os t Effective __ Preference 
RECORDER: _ _ Perry __ Bion s tcin 






Start time noted: 
Test ~apers , n10del 1 ists . study shee ts. pe ns. and 3 X 5 cards 
distr ibu t ~o . 
TeaciH:r p 1 aces tcs t papers face dOI·/11 on desk and r·ema in i r,g 
ma t er·iuls face down on floor. 
FIRST 01\Y Oli.Y: Say "Some of what I say t.o you may not be 
cle.Jr itt 'irst. , but f .,, ill expl a in everythiny to you clec11 ·l _y 
be for~ 1·1.:: a r·e tl1rough today." 
(MICHEL LE AND SHAWN, 
ln"r11dion' ,drrriniste,·o·J correctly./\ ' tor t/11' set. of 1-mrd'i 
you w1 l l correct you r 01m ~dpers IJy placu1q dn ".X" hy the in-
corr ect. spellinus and then ynu \'/ill write the correct spe11 inqr, 
undrr "corrcct 1nns" . Aft er that . f 'rldnt you t o stlldy nnly t ho -;c 
1·1ords th,lt you hJve wronq , on y0111~ sttJdy ~ i ll:l ' ts 1Jt, tt i'J Lhe HC\·J 
study 111eLhod for f ive minutes . Tr-y you r· l>~ o t . ) 
__ 7. Ad111inister B ) as test 3 4. 
__ incorrect coun t erbalanc i ng (s pecify : 
__ 1; rong for·ms (specify: 
__ non - stand,Jrd testing (specify: 
__ pap~ r·s not turned over 
__ 8. Administer B as tes t 2 3 4. 
__ inco r rect co unterbaloncing (specify: 
__ non-standard test i ng (specify: 
__ Sa . Tammy and Te resa inse r t earplugs and work independently. 
__ 8b. Michelle and Shawn self- correct befo r e o t her girls s t udy c.hei r words. 
__ 9. Penc i ls are plu ced on the floor. 
_ _ 10 . Hodel lists , study sheets, pens . and 3 X 5 cards arc placed 
on t11e desk . 






FIRST DAY ONLY: t'lodel self-correction process on board 
and de 1 i ve r re 1 e'lan t ins tr•Jc t ions. 
Instruct ions administered correctly. ( i="ollo1·1 cilch letter 
you've written with you r pens. Mark each misspelled word 
111 
with an "X" in the column under the arrow ana copy i ts correct 
spelling off of the model list in the corrections co lumn. ) 
__ 13. Administer self-correction fo r B ) . 















Teacher double-checks self-corrections of each student, 
circles inaccurate self-correct io r.s ( i.e. incorrect \·rord 
scored as right, correct wo rd scored as v1rong ) , nd ansvters 
student qu est ions if they cannot isol a-e i naccuracies of self-
correction. 
__ Michelle __ Tel,;·; -> __ Tanrny Shawn 
Instructions administere<' correctly. (NOI'i write the number 
you got right and the r;~.;,nt'"r missed in the spaces on the 
bottoms of your papers.) 
FIRST DAY ONLY: Model study method use on the board and 
deliver relevant instructions. 
Instructions adminis lered correctly. (:low l'lri te onl y th e 
words that you got wrong i nto the rectangles on your study 
sheets. If you didn't get any words v1rong, •t~ri te the ... ,ords 
you find the hardest in the rectang 1 es . ) 
All test papers and pens are collected and correctness of 
spelling i n boxes is checked. 
Tammy's paper is correcced before Michelle and Shawn study. 
(M!;CHE~ Al!D SMAW'M, 
Instructions delivered correctly. /\ dow study the o,.fOrds i n 
you r rectangles for five minutes using the new study met hod. 
Keep studying for yo ur full fi ve-mi nut es. ) 
Time noted: 
Teacher supervises appropriate use of study method by each 
student at their desks. 
_ Michelle Teresa __ Tamny Sha1·tn 
Instructions deliYered correc:ly 5-minu tes following item 
20 above (Stop your study ing . ) 
Time noted: 
Study sheets, model word lists, and in dex cards are collected. 
End time noted: 
Total time: 
Teresa removes earplugs and comes to ceacher's des k. 
I I f - I: REVIS ED 
t1ETIICIU_!_i_:_ _fBOC_IJ)_lJ_f!!~ _g!_f.gL IS T 
~ 
DI\Y: M Tu I< Til Date: __ ) __ ~! ___ _ 
PHI\SE: ____ 1\1 tcrn~ting _x __ ~\ost [ffcctivc 
_ ___ Prefe r ence 
RECORDER : ___ Perry ___ Blons t ei n 
I. Studen ts have shaqJcncd pencils 1·1 i th ~r.tSP.r:; and i ndep cr~dcn t 110rl. llt!-•r!Jy. 




Test paper:; distributed face dmm . 
F! llST 01\Y or:I.Y : S<ly "Some o f ;·J h<J t I say to you mily not b~ 
c l eu at f 1rst Lr ut I 1·1ill explarn everythin9 to you c lear ly 
before viC arc throug lr t oday." 
(TERESA, 
Ins t r uctions administered correctly . 1\ { flr tins se t o f ;·,o r ct~ . 
I wi ll grvc yo u one poin t for eac h >~Grd yo u srell correct l y a nd 
proise you for your· good CJork. [ am ~uin9 t o t,clp you le .1rn 
t hose 1·1o r·ds ;ou 111i :.spe ~I by h<:v i ng you 1 i:; te11 ,.,hi 1 ~ I ·;,,y t l•e 
>Joru ~louu . Then. I l'lilnt you lo prullou,.c,, r.he '''"' J correctly 
~nd then qy ~ilch lctll•r of Lirl.' wnrtl lli>ilc yo" 1·rr1 te it . I 
will have you r·epeJt this ~rac t ice five ti nres for each rr,Jnl 
you 111 i s s pe 11 . Try your best . ) 
___ 6. Administer ) as test 4 . 
___ Incorrect counterbalanc ing {s pecify: 
___ wron g fo rms (specify : 
_____ non - standard t es t ing (specify : 
_ _papers not turnetl over 
7. 1\dminis tcr C as test 4. 
incor.·ec t • ounterbalancing (specify: 
____ non-standard testing (speci fy : ___ ) 
___ 8. All test s co l lec t ed . 
___ 9. Students sits d01;n at the teac he r 's desk (en ter orde r). 
Mi chel le _____L.,__Tere s.1 ___ Ta'''"Y ___ ShaYm 
__ 9a. Michell;, put s her earplugs ln. 
112 
l l l -· 2 l<E V lSE!J 
TIME qunEIH I £AV[S DES~ : 
- --- - · --- ------
Tf l-1[ ~ l Ull[IH SlT3 AT DES I: : 
t------- -------
TOT/\L TJI·:E liT PES t:: 
- -- - - -·- - - - --
JO flon -rrii1Cdir>Lin(j ,tudenl s . Cl1Uo1'J<.: i n 11011- ~.pel! inq illclc• J•C · t·l<·>·l 
wo r k . 
11. 
__ _) 2. 
Co r rt:c t wo rd~ JrC IIIJ I'I.rd 1; i t h " 
t C~CIIC l' 0 S dc~k . 
.. \-li th stutl t'lll> o1t 
Oel ivrr reecl'> ack oln_d jll'_l_i_:;_c ( e.g . (a) Oil C.lrnr·d r•Olll{ '; 
tc>dolY . (ill lh~t 's VC> 'Y <JOod(\'l'r'Y ll l LC /o~,ccllt•nl.'l.r·, ; ·u·t l {.,]; 
t. Pn·i fic/L il.l l I l !I.e t o ~et•, L'tc . (c) Yo11 9C>L 
( n -err~· ;,:o-r ds > --
(I H'UII~), 
_ _ lliclicllc - ~-_Te re s~ ____ Tao. : n y 
_ _ polint fLcdiJacl. ~t~issin~J (:-.pctify: 
- -------.. ·- ------ - -- - - -- _____ ___ ..____ ___ ). 
·-------- _________ ). 
). 
_ _ jlOilll~ nut ('IILt·>·cJ 0 11 l v.ochcr·' s o·f•< . n·d~ 
13 . r.ll ".opli o',\~ l' inn• <o Ct l_OnS COI'J' Ii!C:: ll _y . ( For !hJ•; ~ e• tlf •- o •·ds, I 
ill ll qcnnq to h ~ l p ... !H l J,·H·n Lhose ,;nrd·. ~.1 1 \1 llli!.: ·1···1 1 by !1.1\ 1111 1 
Ytlll li\ l til t·.it tl<' I 5a l' a nd sp 11 ll Lht• t:<> >'d .llo11d . Tit<'" · I '-'·"' L 
you t o pr !HlLHII IU ' Lltt' ,:~.,H·d cu1 1 ~·r tly J l l ~o.i Lh~11 S• \· ~ IOIHI e.~,,, 
l et l t' l' 01 li<C ''·"·ci tllllle yo 11 t.'l'ltC' ll. I 1'1ill li .t vr ynu n ·p r ,1t 
t h i s Jll'dd ll'l~ r, '/(' [li.ICS fo r L',lC h J',l)J'I\ yo u llllS'.p<!l l . T· ·.v Y« tl l' 
best . ) 




Administe r remediation correctly. 
__ Michelle ---L-Teresa __ Tarrrny __ Shawn 
__ teache r did not say ~~o rd and spell i ng (specify: 
____________________________________ ) _ 
__ student did no t repeat •11ord (spec ify: 
__________________________________ ) -
__ student did not write and spell word correctly five 
times (specify: ) . 
t eacher did not say "Student's" name, that's incorrect; 
--it's (e.g. dog, d- o ':ll (specify: 
___________________________________ ). 
tea cher doesn't inci cate correctness of spelling (e.g. 
--"correct", " right" , " good", "O . K. " , etc. ) 
teacher doesn't syl l ab1fy words 
End time noted: 
Total time: 
11L1, 
l V-1 : REVISED 
DAY: 11 Tu w Th F UATE: 
PIIASE: · _ _ _ Alternating _iL_Most Effective _ _ _ Preference 
RECOROER: __ Perry ___ Blon~tein 
__ 1. Students have shJrpened pcnci 1 s .,.,; th erusers und i ndependcnt \·tor·k nc<1rby. 
__ 2. 
~-
Start time noted: 
Test papers distributed face down. 
lnstr·ur.t:ions administered correctl y . (For this set o f 110rds 
you 1·11ll take a test. You l>on' t rina ouL V1h1ch Ylo ra s yo u got 
wrong on this test and you YIOil ' t study the words that yuu got 
wrong. Try your best.) 
___ 5. Administer D ( · as test 4. 
____ incorrect counter~ala:1cing (specify: _______ ). 
___________ ) . 
_ _ __c<trong forms (specify: 
---~non- standard testing (specify: _____ ) . 
___ .Japers not turned ove r 
___ 6. Administer D ) as test 2 
___ i nco r rect counterbalancing (s pecify: 
___ non - standard testing (specify: 
_ _ _ all tests not collected 
___ 7. End ti me noted: 






APPEND I X K 
STUDY SHEET FOR SPECIFIED METHOD 
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APPENDIX L 
~~ORO SETS, WORD DIFFICULTY AND GRADE LEVELS, AND EQUIVALENT FORMS 





WORD SETS, WORD DIFFICULTY AND GRADE LEVELS, AND EQUIVALENT FORMS 
FROM WHICH WORDS 1..JERE OBTAINED 
Set A OifF1 cul ty Grade Form 
1 . jewel 64 6 B 
2. profit 80 6 A 
3. purchase 62 6 B 
4. parties 84 5 A 
5. wherever 79 6 A 
6. neighbor 73 5 B 
7. bucket 90 5 A 
8. ill ness 90 6 8 
Set 8 
1 . serving 85 6 A 
2. taste 84 5 B 
3. manager 77 6 8 
4. lai.d 74 5 A 
5. candle 82 5 8 
6. adventure 89 6 A 
7. canvas 63 6 A 
8. directly 72 6 A 
Set C 
1. central 84 6 
A 
2. waste 89 5 
B 
3. burden 75 6 
8 
4. level 85 5 
B 
5. bushel 79 6 
B 
6. precious 48 6 
B 
7. material 72 
6 A 
8. strike 81 
5 A 
---- ~~ =--
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SniTENCES EMPLOYED DUR.I NG TEST 
ADMINISTRATIONS WHICH CONTAIN SPELLING WORDS 




SENTENCES EMPLOYED DURING TEST ADMINISTRATIONS WHICH CONTAIN SPELLING WORDS: 
STUDY 2 
1. The jewel was on display in the museum. 
2. The businessman made a profit in the stock market. 
3. The donation was used to purchase medical supplies. 
4. The musician plays at parties. 
5 . The baby chick followed the mother hen wherever she went. 
6. My next door neighbor is a hermit. 
7. She filled up the bucket at the well. 
8. Her illness was almost cured. 
Set B 
1. The politician is serving a second term. 
2. How does your steak taste? 
3. He was promoted to assistant manager. 
4. The hen laid five eggs . 
5. Wax dropped down the lit candle. 
6. A trip to the zoo was an adVenture for the eight-year-old. 
7. The artist preferred painting on canvas . 
8. You can get there more directly by taking the short-cut. 
Set C 
1. The central bus terminal was crowded. 
2. Don't waste your time trying to convince him. 
3. The mulels considered a beast of burden . 
4. The level field was easy to plow. ---
5. How many pounds of wheat are there to the bus he 1? 
6. The precious gem was found in.the mummy's tomb. 
7. The tailor used the matenal 1n a su1t. 
8. The workers went out on strike. 
